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As the 2008-09 academic year draws to a close, the Lanthorn
takes a look hack on the year’s most memorable events and
the people whose words and works served to define this year
for the Grand Valley State University community.
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Remembering six students
Brad Doane, 19, died in a car accident atthe comer of 36th and Bauer
Road on Oct. 27,2008. Doane,a sophomore secondary education major
from Hudsonville, Mich., was an active member of the community,
coaching the freshman football team at Hudsonville High School and
leading a Young Life group at Allendale High School.
“That’s just the kind of guy he was, always involved and just a
really great, down-to-earth guy,” said freshman Dan Plaggemars, who
ran track with Doane in high school.

Courtesy Photo / Facebook
Brad Doane: A Facebook group was formed for friends and classmates to pay

Douglas William Ward, 26, was found deceased in a sport
utility vehicle with Amber Brown in Muskegon County’s
White River Township on Nov. 19,2008.
Ward, a music major from Aiken, S.C., frequently played
his trombone around campus.
“His enthusiasm about music was contagious and he was a
great mentor on the trombone to me,” said fellow musician and
friend Matt Brunner. “I will miss him greatly.”

Amber Rose Brown, 20, from Montague, Mich., was found dead
with Douglas Ward by her relatives on Nov. 19, 2008. She was a
junior majoring in psychology and had also recently been accepted
into the art school.
“Her real dream was to be a writer and a painter,’ said Deanna
Cullen, Brown’s mother. “She was so smart, so intelligent. She was
one of those people who could fit any career because she was good
at everything.”

Courtesy Photo / Facebook

Courtesy Photo / Mlive
Douglas Ward: Friends and faculty remember Douglas Ward for his music

Amber Brown: A psychology major, Amber Brown was also an aspiring artist

tribute to and their share memories of sophomore Brad Doane

Zyad Almahmood, an exchange student from Saudi Arabia,
was found dead in his Apple Ridge apartment by Walker police
on Feb. 7. Police reported no sign of foul play.
Almahmood, 24, was a computer science major who had been
enrolled full-time at GVSU for the past two semesters.
“He was always smiling,” said friend Alexis Fowler. “He loved
being here. He used to say how much he loved the American
culture.”

Daniel Lee Smith, 24, of Muskegon, Mich., died of
natural causes related to previous medical conditions from
epilepsy.
Department of Public Safety officers found him in his
South B apartment on March 10 after receiving a call from
Smith’s family members to check on his well-being.

Courtesy Photo / Facebook

Courtesy Photo / GVNow

Zyad Almahmood: An exchange student, Zyad Almahmood treasured his car

Daniel Smith: Smith was found in his South B apartment on March 10

Linzy Duvall, 21, died in her Mystic Woods apartment on March
28. Duvall, of Pinckney, Mich., was a nursing major who also
volunteered for the American Cancer Society and was a member of
the GVSU Dance Troupe.
“For some people, you just say they were great at their funerals,”
said Tom Gendemalik, Duvall’s friend since high school. “But I
would definitely say Linzy (Duvall) was a great person every day of
her life.”

Courtesy Photo / Facebook
Linzy Duvall: A senior nursing major, Linzy Duvall is remembered by family and
friends for her smile and optimistic personality
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GVL Archive / Jennifer Webber
Money talks: The Dean of
University Libraries, Lee Van Orsdel,
began dicussions with President
Thomas J Haas and GVSU students
about funding an improved library
facility without help from the state

GVl Aichive / Pete Tabberer
Anticipating glory: President Barack Obama addresses more than 15,000 supporters at an election rally held at Calder Plaza in Grand Rapids Obama was still campaigning for the democratic presidential candidacy

Obama visits GR, talks economics
By Kyle Meinke
Former G\L News Editor
Originally published Oct. 6, ZOOS
On the same day John McCain
pulled out of Michigan. Barack
Obama pulled into Grand Rapids
in what is expected to be his
last visit to the area before the
November election.
An estimated crowd of 15,900
braved the fall chill to greet the
Illinois senator Oct. 2 , 2008
morning in Grand Rapids’ Calder
Plaza.
Obama spent the majority of
his 30-minute speech addressing
the economy.
“Everywhere you look the
economic news is troubling,
but for so many of you here in
Michigan, it isn’t really news at
all,” he said, noting Michigan’s
national
high
unemployment
rate.
• After calling attention to the

country’s nine-straight months
of job loss, a jab at McCain drew
loud cheers from the crowd.
“Just two weeks ago, John
McCain said the fundamentals
of the economy were strong.” he
said. “I don’t know what yardstick
Sen. McCain uses, but where I
come from, there’s nothing more
fundamental than a job.”
Obama
also
discussed
proposed tax breaks (he supports
maintaining or lowering taxes
for 95 percent of people making
less than $250,000 annually), the
bailout plan (he supported it) and
education (he called it a “moral
obligation” to provide every child
a world-class education).
But the senator never veered
far from the economy, and made
several pitches aimed at the
middle class.
“While we’re losing jobs
month after month after month,
good hard-working Americans

are watching their dreams slip
here, and it’s great to see that kind
of support from our generation,”
away,” he said.
he said. “It was also noticeably
John Rooy, a junior political
science student at Grand Valley
more diverse.”
After the speech, Obama took
State University who plans to vote
for Obama in November, said he
more than 10 minutes to mingle
with the crowd
was impressed with
the speech and the
of supporters.
“... he came by,
Joanna
energy of the crowd.
and we yelled at
“It was a great
D y k h u i s ,
day for Democrats,
a
junior
at
him, 'We love you,'
and the spirit of
Calvin College,
and he kind of
got to shake
the
people
was
chuckled and said
hands with the
awesome, but the
event itself is about
Democratic
thanks.”
what I expected,” he
hopeful.
JOANNA DYKHUIS
“We
saw
said. “Obama said
CALVIN COLLEGE JUNIOR
him
hanging
what I thought he
around at the
would say, and it’s
hard to judge anything anyways
end. so every body around me
from stump speeches.”
just pushed to the front as he
was making rounds,” the English
Rooy also was impressed by
major said. "Then he came by,
the number of young people who
and we yelled at him, “We love
attended the event.
you.'and he kind of chuckled and
“There are so many more
said thanks. I was shaking when I
students and young voters out

came away because it was such a
rush to meet him.”
Obama last visited Grand
Rapids on May 14, 2008, when
he spoke before a capacity crowd
at Van Andel Arena.
McCain last appeared in Grand
Rapids for his town hall meeting
held Sept. 16, 2008 at Grand
Rapids Community College’s
Ford Fieldhouse.
One significant difference
between the McCain town hall
meeting and Obama’s Calder
appearance was only about 2
protesters showed up Oct. 2,
2(X)8, while hundreds protested
the McCain event.
About a dozen
McCain
supporters gathered to the south
of Calder. while another small
group of anti-abortion advocates
assembled
near
the
main
entrance.
news @ lanthorn .com

Outspoken preacher sparks controversy
By Kyle Meinke
Former GVl. News Fditor
Originally published Sept. 22,200S
A Lansing man condemned
gays and other groups the

week of Sept. 15 to 20,2008, a
message that incited resistance
among many students.
Michael Venyah, co-founder
of
Soulwinners
Ministries
International, began preaching
Sept. 15, 2008. near the blue
Transformational Link on the
Allendale Campus.
His message claimed each
Grand Valley State University
student is going to hell for
homosexuality, listening to rock
and roll. wearing“slutty”clothes,
smoking cigarettes, masturbating
and other “sins.”
“You all are headed to hell,”
he shouted at a group of students
who gathered around him. “You
are all hypocrites. You all are
heathens. I am not a sinner. I am
perfect; but you’re not — you’re
all headed to hell.”
Venyah. 40, is joined by his
wife Tamika, their two young
children, Paul and Anna, and
three others.
• Their message attracted large
crowds of students and staff
throughout the week.
"The message in a nutshell
is obey Jesus, or bum in hell."
Venyah told the Lanthorn on
Sept. 16, 2008. “The way
people respond to the message
is, in general, very resistant.
The majority of people don’t
like to hear our message. But
the Bible shows us that when
prophets preach, most will show
resistance.”
Student
reaction
and
opposition has come in a variety
of ways.
Signs saying, “Hate does
not represent me, my faith or
my community,” have dotted
the crowd. Some broke out into
hymns or formed prayer groups,
while other students engaged the
Speakers in verbal confrontations
and arguments.
Film and
video student
Dan Rickabus led a group
of musicians Sept. 17 that
began playing music under the
Transformational Link, forcing
the speakers to the grass near the
VanSteeland Arboretum.
“Everyone was so angry, so
we’re just trying to bring some
love to the scene instead of crazy

amounts of hate,” Rickabus said.
“And what has love? Music.
That’s a lot better than just being
pissed, (which is) what they
want.”
Soulwinners
continued
speaking through Sept. 20.2008,
but some claimed the university
should have stepped in before
then. Sophomore Becky Takacs
said the group should be removed
from the campus for committing
bias crimes.
“These are
hate crimes
disguised as free speech,” she
said. “They are persecuting
everyone. He called me a ‘lustful
individual’ because I’m engaged.
I saw another girl break down in
tears because he pointed at her
and said ‘You’re nothing but a
pervert .’ We should have the right
to go to class without feeling
intimidated and threatened."
Other students, such as senior
Jim Sanford, maintain the group
should be allowed to stay, but the
group is abusing its right to free
speech.
“It does seem like maybe
they are pushing this a step too
far,” the Middleville native said.
“(Tamika Venyah) told a girl
flat out that if you are raped or
sexually molested you are going
to hell, because that is sex before
marriage.”
Even Christians disagreed
with the message.
"I am compelled to wonder
how many people they have
ever converted, with
their
threatening message, verballyabusive tactics and down right
disrespect for people," said
senior Derek Plumb. "How can
they misinterpret the Bible so
badly where they are claiming
to represent a man so loving and
peaceful and forgiving, but in
ways that are disgraceful, rude
and hurtful?”
Both the Department of Public
Safety and the Dean of Students
Office
received
numerous
complaints and requests for
service. DPS officers were
deployed to the scene, but the
group has committed no crimes,
said Brandon DcHaan. assistant
director of DPS.
Officials have been reluctant
to
impede
Venyah’s
visit,
citing his constitutional right to
freedom of speech.
“The First Amendment is
an overarching consideration
from a legal perspective,” said
Tom Butcher, legal counsel for

reserved for incidents in which
GVSU. “People generally have
speech turns into behavior, or
a right to say what they want. A
when speech occurs within
university as a state entity can
unavoidable or personal quarters
regulate reasonable time, place
and manner, but not content of such as dormitories. Butcher
added.
speech.”
“The Constitution gives all
The
university
has
of us
the
designated
the
freedom
Transformational
to
express
Lank
area
as
“The message in a
ourselves,
an open forum
nutshell is obey Jesus,
which means
space, as well
or burn in hell. The
that
the
as
the
Cookinstitution
Carillon
Clock
way people respond
can’t restrain
Tower
Plaza.
to the message is,
that
right
Soulwinners
in general, very
based
on
reserved
the
content, even
area prior to its
resistant.”
if its content
arrival, a step
MICHAEL VENYAH
we
find
requested,
but
PREACHER MAN
absolutely
not mandated, by
objectionable
the university.
o
r
Butcher
despicable,” said Bart Merkle,
said these areas are provided
specifically for the purpose of GVSU dean of students. “But
what students should keep in
free speech without regard for
mind is they want to engage
content, and those offended by
people in shouting matches —
that speech have the option either
that is what they want. I always
to not engage the speakers or to
encourage people, if you don’t
completely avoid the area.
like what you’re hearing, don’t
Bias incident protocol is

spend a nanosecond on them.”
Bob Stoll, the director of
the Office of Student Life,
said numerous students have
approached him wondering why
GVSU does not stop the group.
“What
(those
students)
need to understand is that most
universities provide areason their
campus for open dialogue,” he
said. “On a college campus, you
w ant to encourage the expression
of ideas, even if they don’t reflect
your own. That is part of the
educational mission, to provide
a forum for good dialogue and
freedom of speech.”
Venyah first came to GVSU
in October 2007 and returned in
September 2008 for a week as
part of a tour of Midwest college
campuses.
Venyah started Soulwinners
in 2004 and began touring the
country in a motorhome. The
Venyah family typically travels
alone, but they are often joined
by “other brothers and sisters in
Christ,” Venyah said.
news@ lanthorn .com
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It's official:
GV cut out of
state aid for
new library
By Kyle Meinke
Former GVL News Editor
Originally published Oct. 2.200S
Gov. Jennifer Granholm
approved $408 million in
university building projects on
Sept. 29, 2008, with the state
footing about $220 million of
that bill.
A
s
“We've
expected,
come so
Grand
Valley State
close so
University
many
did
not
receive funds
years... ”
for
its
proposed
$70 million
MATT
library. The
school
was
MCLOGAN
included
UNIVERSITY
in
original
RELATIONS
drafts of the
VP
legislation,
but
recent
copies left GVSU out.
The latest news. doe&
come as a surprise to university
officials, since further «hauges
to the bill were expected.
“We’ve been a bridesmaid
so many times,” said Matt
McLogan,
vice
president
of University Relations for
GVSU. “We’ve come so close
so many years, approved by one
chamber and then not the other.
But we remain hopeful that next
year will be it.”
After much back-and-forth
between the Michigan House
and Senate on the 2008 capital
outlay bill, the two sides finally
reached an agreement during
the week of Sept. 22. 2(X)8
on which projects to finance.
GVSU was excluded, despite
inclusion in earlier House forms
of the bill. Granholm signed off
on the bill Sept. 29. 2008.
GVSU President Thomas
J. Haas said he still hopes to
break ground on the project in
2010 - in time for the school’s
50th anniversary - assuming
the state allocates funds for the
library during the next capital
outlay process.
But the current federal
financial crisis could hinder
those efforts.
l^eslie Fritz, a spokesperson
for the state's budget office,
said it is too early to determine
what kind of effect the economy
will have on next year’s capital
outlay process, but did say it was
likely to have some influence.
“The reality is any time the
national economy is struggling,
it is likely less money will
be available for everything
else," she said. “More difficult
decisions will be made in
prioritizing projects next year...
This should be a cause of
concern for projects around the
state.”
GVSU has listed a new
library as the school’s top
building priority since 1998, but
has yet to receive state aid. The
school is seeking $40 million to
supplement a $30 million local
match.
GVSU’s current facility,
Zumberge Library, was built
in I960 for 3000 students
Zumberge currently offers about
4.5 square feet per student,
while the state average is more
than 15 square feet.
The new library would
quadruple the size of Zumberge
Library, and provide updated
technological resources.

Repent Preacher Michael Venyah, co-founder of Soulwinners Ministries International, preached fire and brimstone to GVSU
students from Sept 15, 2008 through Sept 20. 2008 Many students were upset by Venyah’s words
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GV students protest police brutality
By Jenny Whalen and Lauren Fitch

said freshman Lisa lemons to passersby. “We
deserve the truth — truth and justice.”
Lemons said she heard about the protest
through Facetxxik and attended because
Originally published Man h 16
she, along with many other students present,
believes the shooting was unwarranted and
“Marijuana is harmful. It gets you shot by
wants answers from the police.
police,” read a sign at a student-led protest on
“I, like all the other supporters, was very
March 13.
provoked by what happened feet away from
Wielding posters, blasting music and
the campus,” said sophomore Fermin Valle.
taking turns on a megaphone. Grand Valley
State University students gathered under
"We want to fight police brutality, so that the
events that took place (off) campus will not
the Transformational Link on the Allendale
Campus to speak out against the shooting of be repeated. We want to know why the police
resorted to such violent means to bring down
friend and classmate Derek Copp.
an unarmed student.”
Copp, 20, was shot in his Campus View
Valle held a sign that read, “Justify the
apartment by an Ottawa County Sheriff’s deputy
Grand Valley Blood Shed,” and joined fellow
the night of March 11 as officers attempted to
protesters in using a megaphone to lead chants
execute a search warrant for narcotics.
such as, “Stop police
Greg Hatt, 20, began
brutality,” and “Take the
organizing a protest through
“I, like all the other
power back .”
Facebook in response to the
supporters, was very
“Our
friend,
our
incident before he even knew
classmate
was
almost
the name of the student who
provoked by what
killed,” Valle said. “To
had been shot.
happened feet away
prevent that from happening
“Someone should be
again we must stand up.”
doing something about this,”
from the campus. We
Sophomore
Karah
Hatt said. “I guess it’s me.”
want to fight police
Bradshaw.Copp’sgirlfriend,
Hatt, who does know
brutality... ”
said she too would like to
Copp, said the purpose of
see police work to prevent
the protest is to gain support
FERMIN VALLE
a second such event, but
from the media.
GVSU SOPHOMORE
also for police to admit their
"We want this to bring
actions were wrong.
a significant change in the
"It’s not like they shot
community,” Hatt said.
him in the leg,” Bradshaw said. “Hiey shot
"This incident is the breaking point, hopefully
him in the chest. He has a collapsed lung. The
a catalyst for change.”
whole thing was just unnecessary.”
The protesters urged other students to sign
Bradshaw said as of March 13, Copp was
their petition asking G VSU to make a statement
still in the intensive care unit at Spectrum
renouncing the incident, take action against the
Health Hospital.
Ottawa County Sheriff’s Office and be a leader
Though some 20 to 30 students stood
in addressing the "statewide discrepancies in
in protest throughout the day, many more
policies dealing with the use of recreational
chose to stop and observe the scene from a
drugs.”
distance. Junior Melissa Jordan was among the
Hatt said he is expecting an apology and a
onlookers.
change in the system.
"The (officer) that shot him should get some
"We need to know we are making a
punishment,” Jordan said. “(Copp) wasn't a
difference and will accept no less,” Hatt said.
threat to the police. There was no reason for
While
some
protesters
distributed
him to get shot. This protest is a gixxl idea — it
informational fliers to passing students, others
gets people aware of what’s going on.”
attempted to raise awareness of their purpose
Sophomore Dustin Johnson, another
through shouted pleas and warnings.
onlooker, agreed.
"It could be your friend, it could be you,”
GVL Staff

GVl Archive / Pete Tabberer
Republican candidate: Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Gov. Sarah Palin (R-Alaska)
traveled to Grand Rapids to campaign for the 2008 presidential election.

Sold-out crowd
cheers on
McCain, Palin

“There was no reasonable cause (to shoot
Copp),” Johnson said. "(This protest) lets the
community get some justice out of it.”
Robin Dykema, a resident of Campus View
also watching the protest, said, "It s a valid
cause they’re fighting for. IXrek (Copp) was
not treated fairly and it’s worth bringing up to
the media.”
Other observers were confused by the
protest though, wondering what its participants
were accomplishing.
Scott Smithers, a sophomore, described the
scene as interesting.
“I don’t think (the protest) will be effective,"
he said.
Organizers of the protest on March 13 _
planned a second protest at the Ottawa County
Sheriff’s Department March lb at noon.
news®lanthom torn

GVl Archive / Becky Reaver
Working together: Greg Hatt, a friend of Derek
Copp and the organizer of the protest at the
Transformational Link and Sheriff's Office, talks with
Ottawa County Sheriffs it Mark Bennet.

Thousands attend McCain s 'straight talk
town hall’ meeting in Grand Rapids
on foreign oil and their plan to
revitalize the economy.
Former GVL News Editor
On Palin’s foreign policy
Originally published Sept. IS, 200N
experience, McCain stressed
the governor's leadership of
They entered to chants of the Alaska National Guard and
“Sarah, Sarah” and exited to
highlighted her decision to
the song “Life Is a Highway.”
deploy units after Sept. 11.
In between. Sen. John
“I’ll be ready and I’m
McCain and Gov. Sarah Palin
confident in (foreign policy),”
fielded a variety of questions
Palin said to a round of
posed by the capacity crowd
applause. “You can try to
Sept. 17, 2008 at the Grand
play stump the candidate if
Rapids Community College's
you want, but we are ready to
Ford Fieldhouse. They began
serve.”
with opening statements and
The Republican hopefuls
promised a win in Michigan.
also
addressed
several
“We are going to put
questions
from
college
government back on the side of students.
the people, and back on the side
A 20-year-old in her third
of Michigan,” said McCain (Ryear of school said she came
AZ). “We are going to fight for
from a low-income, single
the workers of Grand Rapids,
parent home and cannot receive
and the workers of this state.”
health care. She wanted to
More than 3,500 attended
know the ticket’s intentions
the
latest
on providing
installment
health
care
“We are going to put
in
McCain’s
to
people
“Straight talk
government back on
nationwide
town
hall”
regardless
of
the side of the people,
meetings,
income.
which involve
and back on the side
McCain
the questionresponded
of Michigan.”
and-answer
by noting the
format
he
U.S.
system
prefers. This
JOHN MCCAIN
as the world’s
edition
was
2008 REPUBLICAN
best.
but
the first time
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
denounced any
both
Palin
possibilities
and
McCain
of government-run health care.
participated together.
Instead, he wants to reward
Flag top hats. Republican
good health and fitness, and
National Convention hockey
provide a $5,000 tax credit so
jerseys and even a McCain
people can choose their own
face mask dotted the crowd.
health care.
The event sold out Sept. 15,
Another
question
came
2008, leaving many in the
from a recent graduate who
streets without access.
racked up $250,000 in college
In the arena, Palin was
debt and wanted to know if
a crowd favorite. Applause
McCain would stand up to trial
erupted
after
many
of lawyers such as John Edwards
her
remarks,
including
“who are driving up the cost of
comments on troop surges
health care and making it less
in Iraq, alternative fuels and
affordable for everybody.”
motherhood.
McCain
responded
by
The
Alaskan
governor saying he wants to “make
responded to the “you can't
sure those who graduate from
be mother and vice president”
college don’t have a quarter
criticism
by
proclaiming, million dollars of debt.”
“Let's prove 'em wrong.”
Two favorite topics of the
news@lanthorn .com
pair: The nation’s dependency

By Kyle Meinke
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Minority enrollment drops 29.6 percent
Decrease in minority enrollment among incoming freshmen causes concern among GVSU officials at start of academic year
By Kyle Meinke

exact figures were not available
as of press time.
"We knew way back in
Originally published Sept. X, 200X
January we would be facing a
downturn,” Blue said. “Now that
Minority enrollment among
we can see the numbers, we’ll
incoming freshmen at Grand
try to figure out where the holes
Valley State University dipped
are and if there are remedies to
29.6 percent this year, despite
enhance our ability to generate
the school admitting its largest
minority.”
class in history.
GVSU is not alone, she added.
GVSU enrolled 387 Asian,
Maintaining minority enrollment
Black, Hispanic and American
is becoming a statewide problem
Indian students this year, down
because the competition is
from the 550
now
greater
admitted
last
for the pool
year, according
“It's not a good
of
minority
to
records
students
feeling
to
enter
a
released
by
looking
classroom and be
Institutional
to
attend
Analysis.
the only (minority).
Michigan
Minorities
universities.
I think Grand Valley
comprise
9.8
Class
percent of the
needs to provide
statistics
freshman class,
and
ethnic
more multicultural
which
falls
breakdowns
programming.”
short of the 15
were not yet
percent reached
CORTNEY RUSH
available
for
the past two
BLACK STUDENT UNION
most
other
years.
PRESIDENT
Michigan
Whites
schools.
make up 89
Blue
and
percent of this year’s incoming
other university officials pointed
freshman, while 34 students did
to Proposal 2, a 2006 state law
not report their ethnicity.
banning race- and gender-based
“Minority enrollment is of preference programs, as an
the highest importance to Grand
obstacle in minority recruiting.
Valley, and this trend is of great
“This is the first class postconcern,” said Lynn Blue, vice
Proposal 2, and there is a new
provost and dean of Academic
learning curve for us,” said Jodi
Services. “A great deal of study
Chycinski, GVSU director of
will go into this.”
Admissions. “Scholarships have
The dip does not come as a
always been a big recruiting tool,
surprise. Blue said.
but we can’t offer them anymore
Since the recruiting cycle
like we have in the past. We now
began last August, GVSU was
have to rework the opportunities
receiving fewer applications
we provide.”
from minority students, though
Former GVL News Editor

Awards such as the Bert Price
Scholarship are no longeroffered,
which makes it more difficult to
recruit minority students.
Scholarship
opportunities
are still available, but instead
of targeting specific minorities
they now reach out to students
from metropolitan regions such
as Chicago, Detroit, Pontiac and
now Grand Rapids. The urban
scholarship
program
offers
$3,(XX) per year to all students
who graduate from targeted
schools in those areas.
Other recruitment methods,
such as bus tours, targeted
mailings and marketing, are also
focusing on minority recruiting.
But the inability to directly
offer minorities financial aid and
scholarships hinders GVSU’s
efforts to diversify, officials
said.
“Proposal
2
is
a
bit
disappointing,
but
it’s
the
reality,” Chycinski said. “The
Admissions Office must now
find new ways to go about its
business because this university
really values diversity. There
have been changes to the tools
available to us for minority
recruiting, but we can't use that
as an excuse.”
Despite admitting a class
almost 90 percent white, the
overall minority population at
GVSU decreased only slightly
this year, from 11.9 percent to
11.6 percent. There will be a net
loss of only 23 minority students
this year.
Still, the significant drop in the
diversity of this year’s freshmen
concerns university officials.
“Now that we have fall

Controversial program
incites LGBT protest
GVSU’s LGBT Resource Center rallies people together to oppose
the airing of ‘Speechless: Silencing Christians' on WOOD-TV8

GVL Archive / Lindsey Waggoner
Declining enrollment: The Kirkhof Center attracts students all week long as a place to hang out and spend some free time.
Minority enrollments decreased almost 30 percent this year at GVSU, and administrators have voiced their concern.

enrollment figures in hand and
we can analyze them, we should
have new information to feed our
planning,” Blue said. “Now we
can do some deeper analysis to
identify soft spots in recruiting.”
A recruiting team of about
12 is working to execute plans
to attract various demographics
to campus, and minority and
international student enrollment
is “high priority,” Blue added.

Cortney Rush, president of the
Black Student Union, said she
believes diversity has improved
since she arrived on campus in
2005, but it remains “scarce.”
“It’s not a good feeling to
enter a classroom and be the
only (minority),” she said. "I
think Grand Valley needs to
provide
more
multicultural
programming.”
BSU was scheduled to host

its first monthly roundtable
discussion “Real Talk” on Sept.
18, 2008, which provided a
forum to discuss minority and
race issues on campus. Rush
said.
“It’s one thing to complain
about diversity, but another
thing to provide a solution,” she
added.
news@ lanthorn .com
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By Ellen Hensel
GVL Assistant News Editor
Originally published Feb. 12
A program set to air on
WOOD-TV 8 the week of Feb.
9 had gay and lesbian groups up
in arms.
The
paid
program,
“Speechless:
Silencing
Christians,” was produced by the
American Family Association
and according to a statement
on their Web site, “Silencing
Christians” “reveals the truth
GVL Archive / Lindsey Waggoner
about the radical homosexual
Speaking out: Part of the new facilities in Kirkhof include the LGBT Resource
agenda and its impact on the
Center The Resource Center rallied to pull "Speechless: Silencing Christians.”
family, the nation and religious
freedom.”
attitude that people who have
is typical for the channel, the
The program was set to run
differences are worse and it
program
is
paid
for
and
should
be
Feb. 9 at 7 p.m. but was pulled
encourages homophobia."
shown as per First Amendment
last
minute
for conflicting
Michigan AFA President Gary
stipulations.
reasons.
Glenn dismissed allegations the
“The scheduling of the show
WOOD-TV 8 initially stated
program contains “hate speech.”
slipped through our filters.”
in a release on their Web site the
“Accusing someone who’s
Kniowski said. “We don’t pre
pull was due to the program’s
judge people's ideas or opinions.
simply defending traditional
proximity to a press conference
marriage of ‘hate’ is itself
We have not heard if (the A FA)
by President Barack Obama.
intolerant and hateful," Glenn
has
accepted
However,
said. “The video details the
the time period.
LGBT groups
If the show airs, threat that homosexual activists'
“There is a direct
such as Grand
political agenda poses to religious
we will have
Valley
State
connect between
freedom and freedom of speech,
disclaimers at
Un i versity’s
anti-gay propaganda
a threat proven every time
the beginning
LGBT
homosexual activists attempt
and end of the
and
anti-gay
hate
Resource
to demonize and censor anyone
show
stating
Center
violence.”
who dares say. for example, that
that these are
said
it
was
not the opinions
marriage should remain only
pressure from
COLETTE BEIGHLEY
between a man and a woman,
or views of this
organizations
LGBT ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
despite that being a mainstream
station.”
such as theirs
belief shared by overwhelming
BeighIey
that
caused
majorities.”
heard of the
WOOD-TV’s
The First Amendment does
program only 24 hours before its
reaction.
not
protect “hate speech,”
airing and immediately created a
When the GVSU LGBT
however, there arc difficulties
Facetxxik group, “Tell WOODResource Center found out about
in defining this type of speech
the program's imminent airing, TV 8 to Stop the Hate.”
because of its ambiguity and
Overnight, the group gained
administrators rallied people
inherent loopholes.
an upwards of 300 members
together through e-mails and
However, junior Galen Carter
and began the campaign to ask
phone calls to pressure W(X)Dsaid even if the program does not
WOOD-TV 8 to reconsider the
TV 8 to pull the program.
legally constitute "hate speech”
programming choice.
GVSU’s center will continue this
and is protected by freedom of
Sophomore Amy Simpson was
practice for Saturday’s airing.
speech, it should not be aired.
one student who became involved
“There is a direct connect
“It is a program that promotes a
in the overnight campaign and
between anti-gay propaganda
negative view of a group,” Carter
said programs such as these only
and anti-gay hate violence,” said
said. “We wouldn't air something
serve to promote hate.
LGBT Associate Director Colette
that was anti-African American
“I watched the program and
Beighley.“Hate violence went up
or anti-Hispanic. By allowing
I understand and encourage
133 percent last year. It is not a
this program we set a precedent
freedom of speech, but the
safe environment yet. We have to
for it to be OK to spread lies and
program
borders
on
hate
be mindful of the type of climate
set and set a precedent for more
speech." Simpson said. “It is a
we are creating. This needs to be
program filled with distortions of the same."
addressed by articulate voices.”
of fact and is presented as fact,
WOOD-TV
8
General
assistantnews@ lanthorn x'om
as almost a journalistic endeavor.
Manager Diane Kniowski said
This propaganda encourages the
although the program’s subject
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Comfortable, Affordable Living.
1 and 2 bedrooms available
Stop in today to check out our great floor plans!

234.0100 j www.loftsapartments.com

Features:
Laundry Facilities
Heat Included
24hr. Emergency Available
Pet Friendly
24 Hour Fitness Room
Computer Lab
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Obama elected 44th U.S. president
By Katie Wendt
GVL Staff Writer

Originally published Nov. 6. 2008

Courtesy Photo / Google Images
In office: On Nov 4, 2008. Barack Obama was elected the 44th president of the U.S. Obama is the first minority president. The
former Illinois senator received 349 electoral votes, far more than the 270 required to win.

Barack
Obama
supporters
across the U.S. waved American
Hags and chanted, “Yes we did ,”
as the now president elect defeated
Sen. John McCain in a landslide
electoral vote victory Nov. 4,
2008.
The
Democratic
Party
celebrated not only for their newlyelected president, but also for
winning majorities in the Senate
and the House of Representatives.
It is the first time in 14 years a
Democratic president was elected
along with a majority in all of
Congress.
Obama wanted change, and he
got it in this historical election.
“If there is anyone out there
who still doubts that America is a
place where all things are possible,
who still wonders if the dream of
our founders is alive in our time,
who still questions the powers of
our democracy, tonight is your
answer,” Obama said to a crowd
of supporters who were screaming,
crying and hugging each other for
the victory.
Aftereight yearsofaRepublican
president in office, the Democratic
senator from Illinois received 349
electoral votes, far more than the
270 he needed to win.
His electoral vote victory was
the largest since Bill Clinton was
elected in 1996.

add to his final count.
Close to a half million Obama
However. Ottawa County,
supporters gathered in Chicago’s
home to Grand Valley SiiQe
Grant Park to hear the president
University, voted in a large
elect give his first address to the
majority for McCain. Obaijm
US.
praised McCain for a long and
“This is your victory," Obama
hard-fought campaign and Ihs
said. “It’s been a long time coming
but ... because of what we did ... continuing service to the U.S.
McCain called his opponent
in this election, at this defining
to congratulate him and said he
moment, change has come to
respected Obamd>
America.”
success
while
Speaking about
“It's been a long
speaking to a crowd
the
future,
he
of
disappointed
added the tasks
time coming but
supporters at the
that lie ahead are
... because of
Biltmore Hotel it)
enormous, but he
what we did ...
Phoenix.
was confident.
"The American
He
said
the
change has come
people have spoken,
economy will be
to America.”
and
they
have
the first order of
spoken clearly,” he
business
when
said. "Whatever our
he and Joe Biden
BARACK OBAMA
differences, we ar6
assume their roles
U.S. PRESIDENT
fellow Americans.
as president and
No association has
vice president on
Jan. 20.
ever felt more to me
"The road ahead will be long, than that.”
Obama echoed McCain’s calj
and our climb will be steep.”
for unity and its importance in
Obama said. "We may not get there
the next four years as he takes On
in one year or even one term, but I
hard issues in the U.S. He said he
am hopeful. We will get there.”
will be honest about the nation’s
His supporters erupted with
challenges and will listen when
shouts of, “Yes we can,” in unison.
The immense voter turnout of the people disagree.
“We have never been jusf
young voters aided Obama in
his victory, as did the votes of a collection of individuals or a
minorities.
collection of ‘red’ states and “blue’,
states,” Obama said. “We will
He won key states, such as
always be the United States of
Florida and Ohio, states that voted
Republican in the 2(X)4 election.
America.”
Obama also won Michigan,
kwendt@ lanthorn x oni
receiving its 17 electoral votes to

‘Tobacco free’ not an option at GVSU
ago. and created it in a way that
would be widely supported and
encourage people to recognize
Originally published Dec. 4. 2008
nicotine use as an addiction,
Timmer said.
Although
Grand
Rapids
She
added
the
policy
Community College became
not only creates a healthier
“tobacco free” on Nov. 20,
learning environment, but will
2008, Grand Valley State
positively affect the school in
University will maintain its
other ways.
current smoking policy.
“There will be a financial
GRCC
impact
in
obtained
a
which
our
“We
are
basically
city ordinance
custodial staff
creating
a
trying to make a
won’t
have
zone around
to spend their
healthier
learning
the campus to
time walking
environment for the
ensure no one
around
will smoke or
students and the
sweeping
use
tobacco
up
cigarette
employees.”
in that area,
butts,”Timmer
said
Liz
said.
LIZ TIMMER
Timmer, the
Matt
GRCC LEARNING ACADEMY
coordinator
M c Log a n ,
FOR FACULTY AND STAFF
at GRCC for
GVSU’s vice
COORDINATOR
the Learning
president for
Academy for
University
Faculty and Staff.
Relations,
said
GRCC’s
“We are basically trying
decision will not affect the
to make a healthier learning
smoking policy at GVSU since
environment for the students
the policy is still new. GVSU’s
and the employees,” Timmer current
policy
states one
said.
must be 25 feet away from a
She added the zone includes
building to smoke and there is
the whole campus, eliminating
no smoking inside buildings.
possibilities for people to
“The task force appointed
smoke
on
the
sidewalks
by President (Thomas J.) Haas
surrounding the campus or
recommended new restrictions
even in their cars.
that have only just taken
"The policy says it is our effect," McLogan said. “We
property and anything on our
will need some additional time
property, including vehicles, to see how compliance and
must be tobacco free," Timmer enforcement issues are being
said.
handled.”
GRCC staff began looking
He added the new policy
at this plan more than a year
seems to be working well since

By Katie Wendt
GVL Staff Mriter

it went into effect in May 2008,
and smoking restrictions seem
to be accepted at GVSU since
the school banned smoking in
all buildings a decade ago.
McLogan also said the group
who created the current policy
had thought about a complete
ban on smoking, similar to the
one GRCC implemented.
“The task force considered,
hut did not recommend, a total

ban on smoking, finding there
was little support on campus
for such a policy,” McLogan
said.
The group that created
the policy also held public
hearings last spring before
implementing the restrictions,
he added.
Allen Wygant, the director
of the Pew CampuS Security,
said the downtown campus

does not see a change in the
future either, as they uphold the
same policy as the Allendale
Campus.
He added they are doing
their best to enforce the
policy.
“If faculty or staff doesn’t
comply, they are referred to
supervisors or the university
deans,” Wygant said. “If they
^re^studentSjjh^^are^refeire^

through student referrals or to
the dean’s office.”
He said the people he has
encountered and asked to stay
out of the 25 foot zone havfe
agreed to adjust to the policy'/*
“We interact often with the
university community on this
and we are seeing compliance.1’
Wygant said.
k\\ endt@lanthorn .com

THE PERFECT EXCUSE
TO CELEBRATE.
Join your new neighborhood bank for our GRAND OPENING!

Christopher Kuiper

Branch Manager

Allendale Office
5111 Lake Michigan Dr., Allendale, Ml 49401 • 616-892-5111

Community Celebration • Saturday, April 25 • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
• DJ with music, fun and games
• Face painter and magician
• Inflatable obstacle course
• A visit from Louie the Laker
• FREE lunch and refreshments
• Other games and prizes

Enter to win*
Grand Prize
• Summer Grill Package with Meat Market Gift Certificate ($500 value)

Other Prizes
• $200 Gift Certificate to Forever Sun and Fusion Hair
• $100 Massage Gift Certificate from Dr. Shulz Family Chiropractic
• $50 Gift Certificates to Main Street Pub,
Peppino's and Biggby Coffee

National City
Now a part of Q PNC

No purchase or obligation is necessary to enter or win. Nonpurchase entries have an equal chance of winning Contact the Allendale office for Official Sweepstakes Rules.'
To enter the sweepstakes by mail, hand print your name, address and telephone number on a 3'* 5' card with the words "Grand Opening Sweepstakes" and mail to National
City, 5111 lake Michigan Dr., Allendale. Ml 49401. Entries must be received no later than 2 p.m., 04/25/09. To enter, you must be a U S citizen or resident alien 18 years of age
GVl Archive

or older Void where prohibited Sweepstakes ends 04/25/09

Smoking: GRCC became tobacco free on Nov 20, 2008, but GVSU maintained its
current smoking policy, which requires people smoke 25 feet away from buildings
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EDITORIAL CARTOON-------------------------------

Still standing
This year marks many surprises and changes
for Grand Valley State University, but the
community needs to be proud of being a part
of this distinguished university.
GVSU was reaccredited for another 10 years, not one single
varsity sports team won a national championship (so far) and the
university’s community witnessed the death of six of its students.
The school year of 2008-09 has been an eventful year, and every
person on campus has been affected.
The triumphs are numerous and the disappointments are plentiful,
but that’s not to say GVSU and its community hasn’t had an impact.
Administrators and students alike joined forces to rally for the
capital outlay fund in Michigan’s capital, which would provide the
Mary Idema Pew Library Learning and Information Commons.
While coming together is not uncommon at GVSU, the community
made an outreach that would affect the future generations of the
university.
And although varsity sports didn’t hold a national trophy, their
efforts and representation of GVSU were superior nonetheless.
However, several club sports garnered national recognition, and
some were even distinguished as the best in the nation for multiple
years in a row.
It’s hard to not be cliche at this point of the year when looking
back is at the forefront. There has been laughter, disapproval and a
lot of tears. But most importantly, this year marked the year for a
chance to make history.
• History was made when GVSU saw the highest tuition increase,
and enrollment saw a record high. However, the largest history
maker came on the night of Nov. 4,2008, when the U.S. elected its
first Black president, Barack Obama.
Protests and riots of drugs, abortion and religion raged across
campus, and divide reached the hearts of GVSU community
members. But even though there may have been disagreement,
there were more students who could be seen standing shoulder to
shoulder, speaking out against campus riots and police brutality. At
a time when trust was questioned, there was support and helping
hands. Community members stood by each other, through the good
and through the bad, especially when the community needed it the
most.
During the course of the year, six GVSU students shook the
university to its core and died unexpectedly, leaving many asking
questions and wanting answers. While several of the causes are
yet to be determined, it’s important to remember their presence at
GVSU and the impact they left behind.
There is no doubt there have been losses this year, especially at a
time when the entire country is suffering. However, it’s important to
remember the accomplishments and strides that were made because
they will ultimately benefit the GVSU community as a whole.
You may look back on this year and wonder where it went, how
you got here and where you will be next year. But it’s important to
Temember that while you may have changed, GVSU and the pride to
be a Laker still stands.

GVL / Jacob Bowen

YOUR INSIGHTS -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is your most memorable moment from this year?

"It would probably be
"I don't have a lot of
in dodgeball nationals
memories from this year,
when I drilled the guy
but I would probably say
from Central (Michigan
the shooting of Derek
University) right in his
Copp. That was pretty
face. That... that was
big — everybody on
enjoyable. Good times in campus knew about that
dodgeball."
and commented on it."

"My most memorable
moment was the day of
the elections because
it was my first time
voting and I feel like I
contributed to history,
and I think it was really
interesting how people
came together and
we were really excited
about it, just the energy
that was circulating
around Kirkhof."

Peter Broe

Matt Hayden

Patricia Bogard

Brett A. Harris Jr.

Lamar Brown

Freshman
Undecided
Ganges, Mich.

Junior
Criminal Justice
Sterling Heights, Mich.

Freshman
Advertising and Public
Relations
Chicago, III.

Senior
Accounting
New Haven, Mich.

Junior
Public Administration
Chicago, III.
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Alicia Alabbas
Eric Lee
Jenny Whalen
Lauren Fitch

Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor
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Valley Vote
Does the presence of Laker Nation
impact GVSU teams* performances?

Yes: 52.94%

College taught me important lessons
Greg M.
Schumaker

If you stick to vodka and
don’t mix it with any other
poisons out there, you won’t
get a hangover. And never take
a math class before noon.
I’ve learned a lot in college.
Most of it was in my classes,
from my professors, from
the lines of the world’s best
writers.
In the last four years I’ve
drank, dated and danced
my way through Allendale
and Grand Rapids. Still, I
managed to make it to most of
my classes the next morning.
Whether or not I’m really
capable of speaking Spanish is
still up for debate.

Vote online at

Has this school year been good or

Lanthorn.com

Nicole E.
Avery
(A I (oilimnisi

bad?

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .anthom.
The Grand Valley I .anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
arid be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I setters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I anthom.
* ^ Letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I anthom will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content.
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
t

Yes, throughout college it’s
impossible to ignore the tug
of the real world reminding
us we’re on a strict vacation
before we’ve got to get a
career and a husband or wife.
I’ve watched my high school
classmates have babies and
get married through terrifying
Facebook updates. They’ve
settled down.
While most of us are just
starting.
The state’s unemployment
rate is 12.5 percent and —
probably — climbing. But as
our university president points
out in his latest message to
students, that rate drops to
just 4 percent for people with
college degrees.
They're probably all
English and Writing majors.
Sorry Mom.
I once wanted to be an
astronaut until the mere

thought of the expansiveness
of space and time gave me a
mild existential panic attack. I
thought about being a therapist
until I realized I have too many
problems of my own to deal
with.
Which brings me here, to
my English degree — four
years spent being forced to
read the greatest works in
history. I slept through a lot
of the books. That’s a great
lesson from college: You don't
always have to read the book
to get an A. Just carry it around
with a bookmark stabbed in
the middle.
Also, never get an
apartment without laundry.
Avoid complexes that make
you pay for coin-operated
machines too. It’s all fun and
games until your downstairs
neighbor's kids put powder
detergent in the softener

dispenser.
Never drop your iPod
in your toilet. Close that lid
before you bother bringing it
into the bathroom. And while
we’re talking technology, pay
the five extra dollars a month
for cell phone insurance. It
beats the $300 for a new one
in the first broke weeks of your
sophomore year.
That way you’ll be able to
call your family and friends,
to ask them for help because
your Kia’s broken down on
a highway exit and you’re
holding up traffic.
I’ve only survived these
four years because of their
obnoxious insistence on
keeping me sane, laughing,
dancing, singing and
sometimes drunk.
So keep going. For them if
not for yourself.
gschumaker@ lanthorn x:om

Tips for the angry opinion-page reader

No: 47.06%

This week's question:

"One of my most
memorable moments
from this 2008-09
school year has been
Nov. 4, 2008. It was
the first time I voted
as an adult. I was also
interviewed by Wood-TV
8 and I felt included.
I felt like had a voice
in everything — in
the election and my
candidate."

GVL STUDENT OPINION -

(iil Columnist \ V All

(firanti yallev %antijom

"My most memorable
moment this year
would be when Barack
Obama was named the
first African-American
president of the United
States."

The feedback on Greg
Schumaker’s most recent
column on the Web has
become the inspiration for my
last column of the semester.
I decided to wriie a column
that would offer son.e bias
advice to the readers of the
Grand Valley I .anthom opinion
page, while also attempting to
calm some of the animosity
caused by our enjoyment in
expressing our sometimes
very liberal or close-minded
opinions.
As an opinion columnist
we are paid to write about
our opinions, what inspires
us and what we are strongly
passionate about. We’re
opinion columnists. We’re not

i

paid to tell you whether you
will need an umbrella today or
not. Although columnist and
meteorologist both end with an
-ist, which could be confusing,
there is no comparison.
Even if you don't agree,
wouldn't just knowing or
hearing another opinion be
food for thought? Don't you
want something else to chew
besides your continual stale
Orbit gum? Our job is to stir
discussion about topics we
felt were important enough to
write about in the first place.
The opinion section is a
chance for you to hear what is
going on in the minds of your
fellow students. Condemning
the paper as a whole is totally
ridiculous, especially when
you consider the opinion
section is one page.
If you look on the editorial
page, there is a section called
the GVL Opinion Policy that
states. “Th|s ultimate goal of

the Grand Valley Lanthom
opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and actions on
topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community ... The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university ...”
The job of a newspaper is to
print the news in an unbiased
manner. Here's the job of an
opinion page: To print opinions
in a biased manner. If an
opinion is unbiased then it’s
not an opinion, and what’s the
point.
I have two solutions for the
angry opinion-page reader
Get off your high horse.
If you have something to
say then say it, don’t make
it personal by bashing the
columnist and writing 500
words that tell the editor how
stupid this person is.
Solution No. I: If the page
bothers you so jnuch then rip

it out, go get your Windex and
wash some windows. This
will help you get out your
frustration, have a clean streakfree view out your windows
and leave the rest of the paper
to enjoy.
My final suggestion would
be if you feel the columnist,
myself included, does not
fairly or properly address the
issues of the world, then take
this column as an unbiased
summon to arms.
Come you masses of
articulate intellectuals and
apply for a job at the l.anthom
as a columnist—if you dare.
If you are truly unsatisfied
with the lanthom, then apply
to work there. It’s the most
effective way of getting the
ball of change rolling. Take it
upon yourself to take the first
step.

navery@ lanthorn x'om
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Attendance triples at Sibs & Kids

Notes from
Abroad

Largest crowd to date
enjoys shows, crafts,
food at 20th annual Sibs
& Kids Weekend at GV

Encounters on the
London night bus

By Susie Skowronek
GVI. Laker Life kditor
Originally published Feb. 2

By Alan Kotenko
As the next generation of leakers toured
Grand Valley State University, climbed the
rock wall and built teddy bears, the annual
Sibs & Kids Weekend at Grand Valley Stale
University celebrated its 20th year.
Each year, Sibs & Kids Weekend
provides a time for siblings and children
of students to see what GVSU has to offer
aside from the academics and athletics. It is
effective for bonding and building legacies,
said sophomore Amanda Chirk, Spotlight
Productions' coordinator of Sibs & Kids
Weekend.
About 1200 sibs and kids registered for
the event — triple the participation from
last year. Registration is necessary so guests
can receive a fair share of crafts, food and
logo bags.
The Sibs & Kids logo bags allowed
guests to carry prizes and toys such as the
popular Build-a-Bear from the morning of
Jan. 31,Clark said.
Sibs & Kids Weekend is designed to
further foster the relationships between
siblings left behind when the GVSU student
went off to school. Since living away from
home can put a damper on the development
of the close sibling bond, the Sibs & Kids
Weekend mission is to provide a weekend
where the student can host their guests and
participate in many fun opportunities.
Popular events from Jan. 30 and 31
included designing a road sign, which
involved printing names on a Louie the
Laker sign, and a dog tag character artist.
However, the night of Jan. 31 drew the
biggest crowds to nine inflatables in the

GVL Study Abroad Columnist
Originally published March 9

GVL Archive / Luke Hotwagner

Fun together: GVSU students and

their siblings watch a performance in the Kirkhof Center during Sibs & Kids Weekend. Registration trippled this year

Fieldhouse.
Other events included open swim, dodge
ball, a reptile display, “WALL-E” in the
Big Screen Movie Theater in the Kirkhof
Center and open hours at the Rec Center.
The Student Life Fund backed the
events, making registration free for siblings
and kids.
“Sibs & Kids Weekend is free to the
campus — students can attend for free,”
Clark said. “I think a lot of people don't
realize that.”
Freshman Rachel le Fox registered her
younger sister, Delainey — a sixth grader
— for Sibs & Kids Weekend. Living in

Clarkston, Mich., the sisters do not have an
opportunity to see each other much.
Rachelle said she enjoyed the activities
provided by Spotlight Productions, and she
appreciated the weekend events as a rare
opportunity to relax with her sister.
“I liked being in the lounge of my dorm
and singing songs with her,” she said. “I also
like dinner at Fresh because meals are fun.
We’re arwdy, the two of us. When we get
a group together, there is a lot of laughing
and a lot of fun.”
Similar to her sister, Delainey
said she appreciated the time she was
able to share in her sister’s company.

She was especially fond of being able to
watch “Kung Fu Panda” in her sister’s
dorm room.
Sibs & Kids Weekend also gives
families the opportunity to tour the campus
in which their family member spends most
of their time.
Delainey said she appreciated being
able to experience her big sister’s college
during the weekend.
“It's really nice,clean and humongous,”
she said. “I want to come here when I get
to college!”
lakerlife@ lanthorn jL'om

About 243 students donate gift of life
“The energy and enthusiasm
that college students bring to organ
and tissue donation is refreshing,”
Originally published Feb. 16
said Richard Pietroski, executive
director of Gift of Life Michigan.
There are currently 100,787
“Students recognize that oigan
people across the U.S. waiting
donation is about the continuation
for life-saving organ transplants, of life and offering hope to others
according
to
http://www.
in need.”
organdonor.gov.
More than 19.500 Michigan
Unfortunately,
residents
signed
many of these
“Everyone should
up on the state's
people will not get
registry
consider becoming donor
their transplants on
since the Gift of
time because of a
an organ donor
Life Challenge first
shortage of organ
started six years
and talk to their
donors.
ago.
families and
Students
at
Fifteen colleges
Grand Valley State
friends.”
across the state
University
tried
of
Michigan,
KATIE TULPA
to change this by
including GVSU,
GVSU FRESHMAN
participating in the
participated in the
six week Gift of
challenge. GVSU
Life Challenge between universities
had 243 students signed up through
and colleges in Michigan.
the challenge, or 1 percent of its
The challenge, which started
student population.
Jan. 14 and ran through Feb. 25,
Each Michigan resident who
was a contest to see which schcxil
signed up on the Michigan Organ
could get the most people to sign
Donor Registry received a red heart
up on the Michigan Oigan Donor donor sticker from the Secretary
Registry.
of State, which was placed on the

By Allison Bleeker
GVL Staff Writer

front of the driver’s license or state
ID card.
Students who signed up in the
past or signed the back of their
driver's license but do not have a
red donor sticker need to update
their registration.
Several GVSU students heard
about the Gift of Life Challenge
and decided to become oigan
donors through it.
Freshman
Katie
Tulpa
experienced what organ donation
can do firsthand when her brother’s
friend was hit by a car and died.
“It was devastating, but his
organs were donated and it made
me realize how one terrible tragedy
for one person and their family
can be a miracle for someone
else and theirs,” she said. “It got
me thinking, but I never really
did research on how to sign up to
become a donor.”
Tulpa said she saw the Facetxxik
group for the Gift of Life Challenge,
and decided to sign up to become
an organ donor.
“Everyone should consider
becoming an organ donor and talk
to their families and friends." she

GVL Archive / Carol Dalrymple

Securing donations:

Sophomore Melissa Kronner (left) and senior Anna Strack sit

in the Kirkhof Center on the Allendale Campus recruiting people to become organ
donors. They offered information on organ donor cards and how to register

said. “Although the donator may
never know the miracle they made
possible, their families will be able
to feel a sense comfort knowing
their loss resulted in saving one or
more lives of others."
Senior Melissa Clothier also
decided to become an organ donor
after her life was touched by what
donation can do.

“After signing up to become
an organ donor, one of my gixxl
friend’s sisters became critically ill
as her liver failed without reason
— thankfully she received a liver
and recovered," she said. “It is so
amazing that a tragedy such as
a death can positively impact so
many lives in so many ways.”
ableeker@ lanthorn .com

Men's rugby club players sell love at date auction
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Former Laker Life Fditor
Originally published Feb. 5
Who says money cannot buy happiness?
Students who sought love, romance or
maybe just some extra help moving out
of their apartment could purchase a Grand
Valley State University men's rugby team

player for a variety of activities.
The second annual Rugby Player Date
Auction tcx>k place Feb. 13, where attendees
chose from approximately 30 rugby players
to purchase for a date.
Bidders who won a rugby player bought
three hours of service from the player. The
three hours of service could include activities
such as a romantic evening, help with
yard work, a trip to a local bar, cleaning an

GVI Archive / Jaslyn Gilbert
In formation: The men's rugby dub demonstrates the formation of the scrum and shows off their skill in
preparation for the men's rugby date auction The proceeds of/he fundraiser supported the mens dub team

t

apartment or assistance moving in or out of event.
“It’s a great night for us to raise money,
an apartment.
get gussied up. stmt our stuff and show the
“The auction is not just for dates,” said
ladies at Grand Valley what sexy, confident
Christopher Camll-Howand, the rugby club
strapping lads we all are,” Ixmnon said.
team president. “You can buy these guys to
Senior Kelly Steinman attended last
perform manual labor, such as moving or
year’s event and bid on a player to support the
heavy lifting or cleaning. We will do pretty
organization. She said she knew the player
much anything you can think of that is
she bid on was “a ton of fun," and she had a
legal.”
gixxl time competing to purchase a player.
The team decided to host the event
At last year's event, two team members
again this year after a successful
performed a rendition of the
turnout at last year’s auction.
classic Saturday Night Live
“It was a great success,” said Ryan
“The auction
Chippendale
skit,
which
l^ennon, a rugby team member.
is
not just for originally featured Patrick
“We went in not expecting a whole
Swayze and Chris Farley.
lot because we had never done
dates.”
As far as a performance this
anything like that before. We were
CHRISTOPHER
year. I^ennon said attendees
glad that so many ladies came, and
CAROLL
witnessed the unexpected.
we raised close to SljOOO in one
HOWARD
“You never know what
night.”
RUGBY PRESIDENT
these characters are going to
The auction served as a
do,” he said.
fundraiser for the team, and all of
I^ennon and Caroll-Howard said the team
the money raised from the bids paid for team
boasted an array of men. spanning from
costs, such as travel.
athletes to honor students, where women
Each player was auctioned off separately
found any kind of man of their liking to bid
and all bidding started at $10. Attendees
could raise the bids and challenge other on.
“We have top-notch men to choose from,”
bidders for a player of their choice. An emcee
I^ennon said “We have everything from the
announced each player and read a short list of
wildest drinkers to the sweetest freshmen on
qualities and characteristics of each player to
our team, but no matter what, we all know
help bidders decide which man to purchase.
how to treat a lady with respect.”
Caroll-Howard said the team especially
lakerlife® lanthorn x om
enjoyed wearing suits and dressing up for the

What confuses me the
most about the city of
London is how one of the
world’s largest cities seems
to shut down at midnight:
The tube stops running,
the trains stop running, the
Starbucks close and even
most McDonald’s close. The
only modes of transportation
left are taxis or buses.
Taking a taxi home would
cost me upwards of I (X)
pounds, so this really is not
an option. I have never been
a fan of public buses, but to
be fair, the night buses really
are not bad. Yes, they are few
and far between, but there is
no greater joy than getting
in a bus out of the cold and
sitting around the strangest
people you have ever met in
your life.
There are three types of
people you meet on a night
bus: One, drunken university
students; two, homeless
people; and three, crack/
meth/smack heads. Some
people belong to more than
one category at a time,
but I have yet to meet a
person outside one of these
categories.
I watched a homeless
woman smack a drunk
student because he made
a joke about knife crimes.
A drunk French student
slapped me because I laughed
when she fell down. I sat
across from a homeless man
smoking crack on the bus.
These people are fairly
interesting, and they make for
wonderful anecdotes to drop
into a conversation.
The people who really
interest me, though, are those
who engage in conversation.
These are people who,
when intoxicated, disregard
their friends in an effort to
talk with a stranger. They can
and will talk about anything,
and I will join them. I had a
15-minute discussion with a
homeless person about KFC,
which is surprisingly popular
here. Another conversation
with a drunk teenager went
something like this:
Teenager: “Oh. your teeth
are nice! Are you American?”
Me: “You can tell my
nationality by my dental
hygiene?”
Teenager: “I knew it!”
We then continued to
discuss cultural dentistry
practices.
The thing 1 like about
moments such as these is the
British as a whole are quite
reserved. It is only when
intoxicated are they prompted
to talk about themselves,
thus enabling me to gather
information about the culture.
For instance, the drunk
teenager who liked my teeth
told me she had always
wanted braces growing up.
Her mother forbade them,
and said braces were only for
people with vanity issues.
So, while we mock their
bad teeth as carelessness,
they mock our teeth as
narcissism.
Now I know if someone
ever compliments my pearly
whites (which happens
quite often - my mouth is
flawless), I know it is really
a backhanded remark to say
I am an egomaniac, which I
am.
I look forward to these
bus rides more than I do the
techno music and lasers that
fill many of the London clubs
preceding a ride on the night
bus.
So if I must spend four
hours at a super club, I will
do it.
But only for the crazies I
get to meet later.

Iakerlife@ lanthorn .carp

Matt Kuzawa, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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Volleyball denied championship bid in Final Four
By Kenneth Cotto

with only two kills.
But to Tremain, her team has nothing to
be ashamed of in the end.
Originally published Dec. H, 200S
"We could have played a little better,” she
said. "But overall, I was not disappointed in
After conquering their goal of moving
anyone. I think we still played good.”
past the Elite Eight, the Grand Valley
Senior Jamie Ashmore disagreed with
State University volleyball team saw their
the calls the referees made down the stretch,
historic season come to an end, losing to
which she said may have cost them a few
No. I -ranked Concordia University, 3-1, in
points.
the Final Four.
“In our eyes, they were calling it very
The Inkers (33-4) knew their match
one-sided,” she said. "Those calls just
against the defending national champions
kept coming one right after another and
would be a backit just Ux>k a lot of our
and-forth
affair, but
momentum.”
entered the match slow
“We had a great time
After her final game
offensively.
In
the
as a Laker, Ashmore
the
whole
year.
We
opening set, Concordia
said she is proud how
made it to the Final
scored the first eight
the season played out
points and committed
Four and we hope to
and of w hat the team
four aces. The leakers
accomplished.
be
back
there
again.”
managed to pull closer
"This season was
in the set but could not
great,” she said. “We
JAMIE ASHMORE
get over the hill.
had a great time the
GVSU SENIOR
“There were a little bit
whole year. We made
of nerves,’ said GVSU
it to the Final Four and
head coach
Deanne
we hope to be back there again.”
Scanlon. “Once we settled in we actually
The leakers shtxik off the loss with a
outplayed them, but when you are down
reception afterwards, spending time with
8-0 it is hard to come back.”
family before traveling back to Michigan.
The leakers came back strong in the
"They have no reason to hang their
second set, with many ties and lead changes, heads,” Scanlon said. “It is a sad moment
while the teams traded kills for the majority
because this has been a great team and we
of the match.
won’t be together again.”
The leakers pulled out the set 25-20
GVSU reached the Final Four match
tying the match I -1.
with a 3-0 victory over Armstrong Atlantic
“We felt confident,” Scanlon said. "We
on Dec. 4, 2(X)8. The team made history
felt like we could play with them and hold
earlier in the season by tying a school record
our own. It was just a matter of settling of 22 consecutive wins and shattering their
down and being able to execute.”
previous 30 straight home win record.
Though the third set started with a 5-5
It was just the second loss in the last 31
tie after the first 10 points, the Golden
matches for GVSU, which advanced to the
Bears toppled the Leakers, 25-17, to take a
national semifinals for the first time since
2-1 lead.
2005.
With the lakers’ season on the line, the
Concordia went on to defeat San
lakers played with intensity in the fourth
Bernardino in the national championship
set, but missed opportunities as Concordia on Dec. 6. becoming the first Division
t(x>k the match 25-20.
II women’s volleyball team to repeat as
Junior Whitney Tremain and sophomore
champions.
Rebeccah Rapin both tallied 14 kills as
Concordia effectively contained GVSU’s
sports® lanthorn jcom
Danielle Alexander, who ended the match
GVl. Former Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Chris Kimpton
Double block: GVSU junior Whitney Tremain and alumna Danielle Alexander jump for a block during one of the NCAA Elite Eight games in St. Paul,
Minn. GVSU lost to Concordia-St Paul, 3-1, in the Final Four.

Soccer team falls short on trick play
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
Originally published Nov. 24, 200H
With 22 wins and a No. I ranking, the
women’s soccer team is still vulnerable to
errors and missed opportunities, and with
one quick goal, the Laker’s season ended
short of a national championship.
In its first loss at home since Sept .4,2005,
Grand Valley State University (22-1 -0) was
knocked out of the national tournament
losing to No. 8 University of WisconsinParkside 1-0 in the NCAA Division II
Midwest Regional Championship.
“When you get into this point of the
tournament it’s a game of errors,” said
GVSU head coach Dave Dilanni. “You
make a mistake and it could cost you, and
we know that. They defended hard and
made it difficult for us. We were first and
second in the country in goals against, and
it looked like it.”
The lone goal that denied the Lakers a
chance for a perfect season and a national
championship occurred on an unexpected
play with less than 22 minutes to play in
the match.
GVSU committed a foul just outside the
18-yard box, giving Wisconsin-Parkside a
free kick. While senior goalkeeper Kristina
Nasturzio and the defense were positioning
themselves for the kick, Wisconsin-Parkside
junior midfielder Meredith Novak took a
quick shot to score the deciding goal.
Dilanni said the play caught his team
off guard.
“That was a tough goal to give up, that’s
probably what is most disappointing,” he
said. “You almost want somebody to sit
in front of the ball until you’re set up and
organized. Kristina obviously was trying to
set up the wall, but not aware that they were

Courtesy Photo / Jeremiah Schrader
Grappling tackle: Robert Carlisle brings University of Minnesota-Duluth quarterback Ted Schlafke down during the NCAA Division II Quarterfinal in Allendale

Double Oh-No!
Originally published Dec. 4, 200H
You can blame the Lakers NCAA
Division II Quarterfinal loss on Brad
Iciek’s performance, you can blame
Todd Carter’s three missed field goals,
you can blame Jimmy Berczik’s arrest
or Chuck Martin’s play calling.
At the end of the day though, a loss
is a loss, and pointing fingers won’t
change the end result.
Grand Valley State University head
coach Chuck Martin said all season he
had a gtxxl football team — spending
most of the season at No. I in the
coaches’ poll reaffirms that — with the
potential to be a great team.
The 2008 Inkers fall somewhere
in between, somewhere between
mediocrity and excellence. That’s the
oatch about potential — it is a matter of
doing, not what players, coaches or the
GVSU community expects. Ultimately,
it’s about getting results.
It all comes back to preparation, and
the Inkers looked every bit unprepared
for the Bulldogs of Minnesota-Duluth.
The leakers were outplayed, and
out coached. Saying the leakers
blew opportunities would be an
understatement, those chances were

■SSM

thrown away or missed wide left time,
nation.
And certainly not a team fit to
and time and time again on Saturday.
The ball was not spread around
advance to the national semifinals.
almost enough. Minnesota-Duluth
For a senior class that started
covered Jonn Mathews and his bad
its careers with back-to-back
ankle pretty well all afternoon. Despite
championships, its last two end in
giving up more than 100 yards on the
disappointment.
ground to Blake Smolen, the Bulldogs
Though the 2007 and 2008
seasons did not end
eventually stalled
with championship
the running game
The Laker football
and forced Iciek to
banners, it will prove
throw the ball. And
to be beneficial to
team fell to the
without Smolen — a
future teams. Next
University of
better receiver than a
year’s team needs
rusher — lined up at
to be hungrier and
Minnesota-Duluth in
receiver an already
continue to build off
the NCAA Division II
of yet another deep
anemic passing
Quarterfinal.
game suffered even
playoff run, not where
it compares to teams
more.
from 2005 and 2006.
Iciek, one of
the nation’s most efficient passers all
The year 2009 will bring a fresh
start and more experience for players
season, had his worst game as a leaker,
like Bcrezik and Iciek. Berezik should
completing just more than 25 percent
welcome the new beginning, as he will
of his passes and throwing three
be looked at to lead by example on and
interceptions. It is undoubtedly a game
he would like to forget.
off the field.
But most of all. it will provide one
Of the leakers 269 yards of total
final opportunity for Iciek, going into
offense, Smolen had 128 rushing while
his senior year, to write his own legacy.
Mathews had another 129 receiving. It
Following in the footsteps of leaker
simply was not enough.
greats Cullen Finnerty and Curt Anes,
Just as much as winning is a group
Iciek has yet to lead the leakers to a
effort, losing is as well. The Inkers
championship game.
did not incorporate other players on
But 2009 may be his best chance
offense, which had been a strength
to do that. Hopefully when his time is
throughout much of the season. And
done he’ll be pointing fingers in the air,
even with opportunities to take control
instead of having them pointed at him.
of the game, when momentum was on
their side, the leakers appeared hesitant
sports @ Ian thorn jcom
and not like the No. I team in the
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GVl Archive / Andrew Mills
forward Shannon Becker (right) during the Regional Championship hosted on the Allendale Campus
The Lakers lost to Parkside 1 -0 and finished their season with an overall record of 22-1
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Snow ball: GVSU defender Jenna Wenglinski (left) keeps the ball away from Wisconsin-Parkside
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sitting on the ball waiting to quick kick it.
In a scoreless first half, both teams
managed very few scoring chances as each
opportunity was quickly turned away by
the opposing team’s defense. Even though
the Lakers out-shot the Rangers by a 14
to seven margin, their offense never had a
chance to gain any consistency.
“The chances were limited, but that’s
not why we lost,” Dilanni said. “They
made more plays than we did .... and that’s
really how we summed it up.”
With less than a minute to go, in one last
season saving attempt, junior forward Irie
Dennis fired off a shot that would have sent
the game into overtime, but the shot drifted
wide of the net.
The loss was the first shutout at home
in Dilanni’s five years as head coach at
GVSU. The 2008 senior class finishes
their GVSU career with an 81-7-2 record,
including four GLIAC championships.
“We had a great groupof girls,and we’ve
had so much fun together in the four years,”
said senior midfielder Meaghan Robinson.
“We have to look back on positive things.
We’re all really close, so it’s tough.”
The Lakers set an NCAA Division
II record this season with 19 shutouts.
Heading into the match, the Lakers were
ranked first in goals against average
(.182), shutout percentage (.864) and save
percentage (.923). Nasturzio was also
ranked first in Division II in goals against
average (.192).
“Our kids had a great year and this
senior class has been fantastic so I’m sad
for them,” Dilanni said. “They’ve set a
standard that is going to be tough to reach.
They’ve been the cornerstone of what
we’ve done here for the past four years.”
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Swimmers record best finish in school history
r------------------------ ---

•

Laker swim, dive
teams take ninth
place in national
championships

•*

By Grant Wieman
GVL Senior Heporter
Originally published March 16
-

The
record-setting
year
continued for the Grand Valley
State University swimming
and diving teams.
Both the men and women

GVL Archive / Brittany Jacques

Deep breath: Sophomore Ally Nagel glides through the water as she competes
previously in the 100-yard freestyle during the FLIAC Championships GVSU's
women's swimming and diving team placed ninth at the national championships.

GVL Archive / Kim Miller

Preparatory bounce: Diver Patrick VanDommelen prepares to dive into the pool during a previous meet against Wayne State
in the Fieldhouse. GVSU's men's diving team finished ninth with a score of 191 at the NCAA National Championships.

finished in ninth place at the
national championships
—
the highest marks in school
history. This came a month
after the women won its firstever GLIAC title and the men
finished as runners-up.
The Lakers sent a schoolrecord
28
competitors to
the championships held in
Houston. Drury
University
swept the meet, taking home
their fifth consecutive men’s
championship and their second
women’s title in three years.
GVSU’s conference rival
Wayne
State
University
finished second in both.
“We set our goal at the
beginning of the year to be top
10, and we finished nine in
both,” said GVSU head coach
Andy Boyce. “I think people
gave everything they had. The
majority of them were lifetime
best swims, the divers were
great — hitting all their dives. It
was a tremendous competition
and our athletes really stepped
up to the challenge.”
The Lakers broke 16 school
records and finished in the top
16 in all 10 team relays.
This included fifth place
in both the men’s 200-yard
medley relay and 800-yard
freestyle relay, seventh in the
men’s 400-yard medley relay
and sixth in the women’s 200yard freestyle relay.
GVSU underclassmen led
the way. Junior Evan Betts
scored the highest individual
finish for the Lakers, placing
third in the men’s 3-meter
dive. GLIAC Freshman of the
Year Lauren Dorsey placed
fourth in the women’s 200yard breaststroke and freshman
Karen
Verbrugge
finished
fourth in the women’s 1-meter
dive.
“I think we all did really
well,” said freshman Toni
Musto, who finished seventh
in the 200-yard breaststroke
and achieved personal records
in all three events in which she
competed. “I’ve never been
to a big meet like this before.
It was a good experience and
hopefully next year I can come

have been overcome by one
relay victory.
"Between
them
there
were some amazing swims,”
Bardsley said. “There were a
few of us just cheering (WSU)
on. I think all
rivalry
just
“Almost
“We set our goal
dropped at the
every
event,
at the beginning of
national meet.
there
was
We’re trying to
the year to be top
a
(NCAA)
beat them at the
record broken,”
10, and we finished
conferences,
Bardsley said.
nine in both. I
but down here
“I felt a lot
at
nationals
think people gave
faster
in
my
events because
everything they had.” we’re cheering
them on.”
of extra rest and
Boyce said
extra tapering.
ANDY BOYCE
although
he
It resulted in
GVSU HEAD COACH
will miss the
spectacular
seniors,
he
swims.
I
believes GVSU is capable of
definitely felt a lot better than
coming back even stronger
in conference.”
next year.
The Lakers finished with
“We’re hoping to, again,
191 points on the men’s side
have a top-10 finish and
and 153.5 in the women’s —
hopefully move up,” said the
both are also school records.
GLIAC women’s coach of
Although
Drury
was
the year. “We’re going to get
in control of the women’s
back, get going on our studies
throughout, their 618.5 points
and finish the semester real
were 165 more than WSU, and
strong on the academic side of
the men’s competition came
things.”
down to the end. The Panthers
edged out the Warriors, 543 to
f>wieman@lanthorn .com
504.5 — a margin that could
back and place better.”
Freshman
Jonathan
Bardsley said the meet felt
much different than the GLIAC
championships
and
was
surprised by the impressive
competition.
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Women take second, men 12th on national stage
Track Athlete of the Year, took
second place in the 60-meter
GVL Staff Writer
hurdles with a school time of
Originally published March 16
8.29 seconds. Wheat also Ux>k
third place as a member of the
As the Laker men’s and
1,6(X)-meter relay team composed
women’s track and Held teams
of juniors Kirsten Nozime and
competed at the Division 11
Katherine McCarthy, as well as
national championships, many
sophomore Kayla Vallar.
athletes wanted to
The
Lakers
place themselves
received
strong
“We knew we
among
the
performances
country’s
elite
weren't going to
from
senior
talent, while others
Dianna
Noonan
win the meet, but
were just happy to
and
freshman
I'm still overall
make the trip to
Jocelyn
Kuksa,
Houston.
who
placed
pleased with the
Grand
Valley
second and fifth,
effort.”
State
University
respectively,
in
was able to achieve
the pole vault.
JERRY BALTES
both goals as the
Senior
Susie
GVSU HEAD COACH
women’s
team
Rivard
and
led with a secondfreshman Monica
place finish, scoring 48 points.
Kinney both placed in the mile
“It was a good overall team
event and were a part of the
effort from the women,” said
second-place distance medley
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes.
relay team.
“We knew we weren’t going to
"When you place really high
win the meet, hut I’m still overall
at the national championships,
pleased with the effort. I think
but don't get first, it can be
everything went pretty close to disappointing
because
you
planned and that’s what you need
wanted to be first really bad,”
to do at a national meet — be
Rivard said.
solid.”
The GVSU men took 12th
Junior Candice Wheat, who
place on the national stage, led
was named Midwest Region

By Jared Greenleaf

by junior Nate Miller’s thirdplace finish in the high jump with
a jump of 6-11.5 on March 13.
Senior Bryant Wilson took fifth
place on March 14 in the pole
vault and sophomore Aleksas
Abromavicius finished sixth in
the shot put.
Another' athlete making her
first appearance at the national
meet was senior pole vaulter
Kellie Kieren.
“It was pretty neat and I finally
-------------------------------- w~

felt like I was at a meet that
challenged me more,” she said.
With the indcx)r season now
complete, Baltes said he looks
to prepare the teams for the
outdoor.
“The biggest thing is we hope
we can come out healthy and
take a deep breath and get hack
at it, and if that happens, that will
give us some momentum,” Baltes
said.
jgreenleaj@ lanthorn jeoni
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GVl Archive

GVL Archive / Jaslyn Gilbert

Flying over: Junior Maegan Doyen dears her jump during a previous track and field

Leaping launch: Senior Bill Makela jumps through the air during a previous long

meet. The women's track and field team took second place in the national competition.

jump event. The GVSU men's team took 12th place on the national stage

Men’s ice hockey falls short of championship
expectations, they overcame
tough moments in the season.
GVL Staff Writer
“It was still a good year
Originally published March 23
and we overcame a lot of
adversity as far as having a
After keeping its national
coaching change and players
title hopes alive with a 6-5
getting added,” he said. “We
victory
over
Ohio
State
got through a lot more than
University, the Grand Valley just performances on the ice.
State University men’s ice
In terms of success, we didn't
hockey team’s
end up where
quest ended.
we wanted to
“It was still a
With a 6-3
be, but overall,
loss to Colorado
good year and we
the season was
StateUniversity
still a success.”
overcame
a
lot
of
at the ACHA
Colorado

By Jared Greenleaf

adversity as far as

Division
State took off
II
National
having a coaching
to an early 3-0
Championships
lead, in which
change and players
held
at
Van
the Lakers were
getting added.”
Andel
Arena,
never able to
the
Lakers
recover.
The
ended
their
ANDY DYKSTRA
Rams finished
.season.
GVSU SENIOR
the pool with
\ “Before the
a 3-0 record
game, we were
and
moved
looking to have fun instead of on to the national semifinals
putting so much pressure on us
before a 6-2 loss to Davenport
on playing well,” said senior
University, who went on to
defenseman Andy Dykstra.
win the national championship
“We had all the intentions of on March 21.
playing good, but we didn't
“We had a couple bad
play our best.”
turnovers in the first
10
Dykstra added even though
minutes
that
(Colorado
.the team did not exceed

State) capitalized on,” said
sophomore Scott Rood. “Not
scoring on the power play was
the biggest thing for us. We hit
the post several times, but we
just couldn’t finish it.”
With GVSU out of national
title contention, the team also
dropped a 4-3 decision to
Boston College.
In what was a meaningless
game
in
terms
of
the

tournament, Dykstra said, the
Lakers looked to have fun in
the last game of the season.
“We knew that the game
wasn’t that important, it was
still a game we wanted to
win for the seniors and the
captains, but we couldn’t do
that,” Dykstra said. “It’s great
with the brotherhood that we
had. When you join a team,
it’s like you instantly have 25

no one knew what to expect,”
said junior goaltender Grant
Lyon. “Hopefully we can take
the experience that we gained
through this tournament and
take it into next year and
make
more
progress
and
hopefully bring in a national
championship.”

best friends and you have a
great camaraderie. It’s pretty
special.”
With the season now finished,
the Lakers, who had only four
seniors on the team, looked
at the national tournament as
gaining experience and moving
forward to next season.
“For some of the players
on this team, it was their first
appearance to nationals, so

jgreenleaf@ lanthorn .com

UIE BUY firm SELL
GAMES

TEXTBOOKS

CDS

DVDS

COLLECTIBLES

UIE PRY TOP DOLLAR FOR TEXTBOOKS!
3959 28th St.
3728 Alpine Ave.
in
Grand Rapids
Comstock Park
49512
49321
616) 940-1460

(616) 785-0251

www.cddvdexchanges.com

Be our guest!
This summer, attend classes close to home.

GVL Archive I Brian B Sevald

Puck protection: Team captain Nate Morang skates down the ice with the puck
doping to score a goal on CMU during a previous game GVSU men's hockey
"hosted the ACHA National Championship at the Georgetown/Van Andel Arena.

WALKER - STANDALE AREA^J

IR0NW00D
SELF STORAGE
«10% Discount w/ College I.D.
Computerized Access
Individual Door Alarms
Well Maintained & Lighted Facilities
Competitive Rates
5x5 Spaces Up To 12x 40
www.ironwoodself-storage.com

453-2982
1140 Wilson N.W. • Walker

Take the classes you need at
a top-ranked public university.
We offer day and evening courses
to meet your schedule.

*/

Apply today for the Summer
semester as a guest student
Summer and Fall registration
starts April 27,2009

SUMMER SCHEDULE
Semester
Classes Start
Summer I (7-weeks) May I I
Summer II (7-weeks) July 6

Office of Admissions and Orientation
University of Michigan-Pearbom
4901 Evergreen Road, Dearborn, MI 48128
313-593-5100

Degree

.-/-that Makes the

Difference'
DEARBORN

www.umd.umich.edu/gueststudents
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Kentucky sends women home
By Emanuel Johnson
GVl. Staff Writer
Originally published March 16

GVl Archive / Brittany Jacques
Focus: Sophomore Anthony lanni shoots a free throw during a previous home
game The men's team season-ending loss, 66-51, was against Findlay University

Fourth loss to Findlay
ends men's tourney stint
began with questions about the
new group of players. With a rash
of injuries to key contributors on
Originally published March 16
the team and a strong group of
teams in the GLIAC, the Lakers
After the dust settled on the
struggled at times this season.
men’s basketball team’s 66“Not only the continuity, but
51 season-ending loss to the
the injuries, kept us from getting
University of Findlay, head
in a good rhythm and a good
coach Ric Wesley said he was
flow for a long time,” Wesley
disappointed it is over, but happy
said. “But with that our guys
they had the opportunity.
continued to battle and I thought
The Lakers fell to undefeated
we were very competitive and
and No. 1-ranked Findlay (31-0) continued to get better and
for the fourth time this season.
played our best basketball late.”
“I really thought it would go
After a loss to Wayne State
right down to the wire ... that the
University in the second to last
fourth time would be a charm —
regular season game, many
but it wasn’t,” Wesley said.
doubted the Lakers had the
While the Lakers (21-10) credentials to reach the NCAA
went into halftime tied 29-29,
Tournament,
their
offense
said sophomore
went cold in
Anthony lanni.
“I really thought it
the
second
But the team
half.
Findlay
would go right down
followed
the
opened
the
loss with a win
to the wire ... that
second
half
in the season
the fourth time would
with an 8-0
finale,
and
run, followed
be a charm — but it
two
victories
by another 9-0
in the GLIAC
wasn't.”
run later in the
tournament.
game.
“We
stuck
The
RIC WESLEY
together — we
offensive
GVSU HEAD COACH
worked hard,”
lapsesbyGrand
lanni said. “We
Valley
State
knew we had
University
to stay together
early in the second half were the
to be successful as a team, to
difference, Wesley said.
get where we were this year. It
“We’re right there again,” he
showed that this team has a lot
said. “If you talk to the Findlay
of potential. The next two years
people, they’re glad they don’t
are going to be exciting for us.”
have to play us again. We’ve had
But not everybody will be a
tough battles with them, they’ve
part of that excitement. Three
just been enough better than us
seniors — Jerret Smith, Bobby
that we weren’t able to knock
Tieman and Pete Trammell —
them off.”
played their last game in a Laker
With nine new players on this
uniform on March 14.
year's Laker team, Findlay’s
“Our seniors were obviously
experience, with five seniors on
really down - because their
the team, proved too much to careers are over,” lanni said.
overcome down the stretch.
“They were just a great group
“Those guys are a lot like
of guys, and I’m going to miss
our team was last year when
them.”
it comes down to the last five
lanni said Trammell took
minutes of the game, down to
the loss the hardest. However,
winning time, those guys just
Trammell said he has already
have so much confidence and
taken the loss in and understands
they think they’re suppose to be
“that it is what it is.”
the ones winning,” Wesley said.
“I guess it’s just time to move
“They know what it takes to do on,”Trammell said. “It’s not like
that.”
I’m dying or something.”
Because of Findlay’s zone
However, he acknowledged it
defense, the Lakers were forced
is tough to put his emotions into
to shoot more shots from long
words and express how he really
range. And while Wesley said
feels.
his team got great looks at the
"The last three years it’s
basket, they only managed
like ‘we lost but we’ll be back
three out of 13 from three-point
next year’ — now it’s over,” he
range.
said. “I just feel proud of what
The turnover ratio also played
we did over the course of the
against the Lakers, committing
last four years — being able to
18, compared to Findlay’s four.
accomplish things that nobody
“That probably was as big a
else has been able to accomplish
part of (the loss) as anything,”
at Grand Valley. I just feel proud
Wesley said. “They didn't turn
to be a Laker and hopefully the
it over and we did. When you're
guys that are coming back next
not shooting great and you turn
year can go on with that pride.”
it over and are giving away
possessions, that hurts."
sports @ lanthorn .com
The loss ends a season that

By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor

In a March Madness season
that has been characterized by
surprise victories across the nation,
the Grand Valley State University
women’s basketball team looked to
tally an upset of its own.
On March 14 and 15, GVSU
Ux)k on the No. I -ranked defending
champion, the Northern Kentucky
Norse, in the first round of the
Midwest Regional bracket of the
NCAA Division II Tournament.
But despite strong defensive play
and tough low-post rebounding, the
teain could not stop the Norse from
advancing and ended up on the
wrong side of a 66-57 score, ending
its season.
“We
played
hard,”
said
freshman guard Jasmine Padin,
who finished with a team high 18
points. "There was nothing more
that anyone could have asked of
us. We had good shots, but they
just weren’t falling for us. It would
have been a totally different game
if we could have just gotten a few
more to fall.”
And those shooting woes came
at the very worst time for the
leakers. After shtxiting just more
than 30 percent from the field and
going into the half down by only
four points, the leakers (20-10)
came out in the second half and
made only two of its 12 attempted
three-pointers.
While the Lakers had trouble
finding the bucket. Northern
Kentucky’s senior guard Jessie
Slack did her part in extending
her team's lead. Slack finished
with a game-high 24 points and 10
rebounds.
But no other Norse player had
as outstanding a stat line as Slack.
In fact, the Lakers actually led
the Norse in several statistical
categories.
“We played a tough game,” said
senior forward Kim Wyngaard,
who finished with 13 points and
nine boards. “We forced them
into 23 turnovers while keeping
our turnover count down to 11.

We had 12 steals and held them to
just two. We even got up 14 more
shot attempts than them. But down
the stretch they were hitting and
we weren’t — that’s what it came
down to.”
The easy answer to explain
GVSU’s shooting woes would be its
youthful nature, file team has only
one senior player in Wyngaard.
With the end of the season came
the end of Wyngaard’s career as
a Laker. She finished the season
averaging 20 percent of the leakers’
overall offensive production.
“She w ill be very hard to replace,
there’s no doubt about it,” said
GVSU head coach Janel Burgess.
“She is what a Grand Valley
l^ady leaker should be about —
leadership, character, everything.
She's definitely left her mark on
this program so now we all know
what we have to do to be able to
wear that Grand Valley uniform.”
Padin, who makes up another
18 percent of the Laker offense,
said she would try to step up to fill
the void that Wyngaard will leave.
"Those are some pretty big sized
shoes to try to fill,” she said.

GVl Archive / Andrew Mills
Pass: Kim Wyngaard makes a quick pass during a previous home game

ejohnson @ lanthorn x om

Plaza Towers Apartments
Luxury Skyrise Living in the Heart
of Downtown Grand Rapids

P I, A Z A
TOWERS

Luxury Studio, 1, and 2 Bedroom Apartments
located directly across the river from GVSU’s
downtown campus. Enjoy our on-site 24-hour
fitness center, indoor pool, expanded cable TV
service, covered parking, and connection to the
Skywalk. Flexible leasing terms and furnished
units available.

(616) 776-3300
www.plazatowersapartments.com
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Cn,?HLD'S CREATE*.* s

°v«MET SANDWlC**

8" SUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

III $1 my tasty sub sandwiches are a fall < inches ef
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats A cheese I can bay! Ind if it matters to yen.
we slice everything Iresb everyday in this stare, right
here where yen can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#1 PEPE4
Real applewoed smoked ham and provolene cheese
garnished with lettace. temate. and mayo

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
Rny Sub minus the veggies and saace
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

#2 BIG JOHN4
Median rare choice roast heel, topped with
yummy mayo, lettace. and tomato.

I
2
3
4

Nam & cheese
Roast Reef
Tana salad
Turkey breast

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese
SLIM 6 Rouble provolone

#3 TOTALLY TUNA"
Fresh hensemade tana, mixed with celery, onions,
and oar tasty saace. then topped with alfalfa spreuts.
cacamher. lettace. and tomato. (My tana rocks!)

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My dnb sandwiches have twico the Moat or choose, try it
on my froth baked thick sliced 7 grain broad or my famous
homemade french bread!

PLAIN SLIMS

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM4

I lull 1/4 ponud of real applcwood smoked haM.
provolone cheese, lettneo. tomato. A real mayo!

*g BILLY CLUB*
Choice roast hoof, smokod ham. pravoleno cheese.
Oijon mustard. Inttnco. tomato. A mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB4
leal gonaa salami. Italian capieda. smnkod ham.
and prnvtltnc choose all topped with lottnce. tomato,
onion, mayn. and oor hnmemade Italian vinaigrette
(Yon hav ta order bet poppers, just ask!)

*10 HUNTER'S CLUB4
R full 1/4 ponnd ol Iresb sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone. lottuco. tomato. A mayo

Fresh sliced tnrkey breast, topped with lettace.
temata. alfalfa sproats. and mayo. (The original)
Same ingredients and price of the
sab or club without the bread.

#5 VITO4
The original Italian sub with gonea salami, provolone.
capicola onion lettace. tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Not peppers by request)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB4
Fresh sliced tnrkey broost. applcwood smoked bam
provolone. and tans of lottuco. tomato, and mayo!
(4 very traditional, yet always eiceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB4 ®

'ii

#6 VEGETARIAN

OK, SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MV SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE TANKS WHATEVER I DO tt GOURMET BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETT HICK WITH TASTY! .

layers ol provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, allalfa sproats sliced cucumber,
lettuce tomato, and mayo (Traly a gourmet sub not
lor vegetarians only ......... ; ..peace dude!)

$ott iuhchis n trims nttins•
OELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 45c per item (•/-lit).

J.J.B.L.T.4
lacon lettuce, tomato. A mayo
(The only better ILT is mama's ILT)

* * JIMMYJ0HNS.COM

Fresh baked tarkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucamber. sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It’s the real deal, and it ain't even California)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB4
laublo provolone. reel avocado spread, sliced
cucomber. alfalfa sproats. lottuco. tomato. A mayo
(Try it on my 7-grain whale wheat broad. This veggie
saodwich is world doss!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB4
★

SIDES

★

* Soda Pop................................................... $1.3S/$1.5S
* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie... SI 50
* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle.... SI N

•* litra load of meat ............................................. $150

Sign o 1 Year Lease,
Get an automatic $600 credit

Sr^e story

on your accountt

h

Mac storage

Call for information on
othar npocMwl

Aoprovedpeteok

* Fitra cheese or eitra avocado spread............... $0 70
* Hot Peppers

........................................... .

SO 10

FREEBIES (SUBS l CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettace allalfa sproats. tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber Oi|on mustard oil A vinegar and oregano

Close tc GVSU
^Washer/dyerhook-

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN'
This sandwich was javtated by
Jimmy John s brother Huey It's huge
eaiugh te feed the heagriest of all
bamans! Tans al genoa salami, slicad
smoked him. capicola. roast hoof,
turkey A provolone |ammod intt
one of our homemade French hens
then smtthered with onions, mayt.
lattice, tomato A our homemade
Italian dressing.

Roast bool, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. A mayo
Rn Rmerican classic, certainly not invented by J J. but
defioitoly tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA4
Tht same as nnr #3 Totally Tuna eicept this one has
a lot more. Frosh housemade tuna salad, provolunc,
sprauts. cucumber lottuco. A tomato

#16 CLUB LULU4
Frosh sliced turkey broast. bacon, lottuco. tomato.
A mayo. (JJ s original turkey A bacon dob)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER”
Real applcwood smoked kam and bacon with lettuce,
tomato A mayo, what coold bo bettor! ‘

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK

9ufc, land 2 bed*

ALLENDALE
(6l6)45V?<m
Vton-Fn*fl0am-$;J0pm
I qual Hotning < ippominity
»■» » pinciiiltfc apartment* inn

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOAN'S!"'
■ ms toil

ini

nit roe; ion

jimmt

ana s risnenm uc in Hints ntstim *t (time tit iigot te mat i»v
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GVSU celebrates 40 years
of women's athletics
By Matt Kuzawa

“All
things
that
women
have achieved, whether it is a
national championship, or just
the opportunity to play, have all
made it sweet,” she said. "The fact
that women could eventually take
part in a national championship
and win one at Grand Valley, just
makes (the anniversary) so very
nice — that all those opportunities
are present for women, when 40
years ago they weren’t.”
Boand, along with Pat Baker,
one of the students, are widely
considered the pioneers of GVSU
women’s athletics. Boand went on
to coach the women’s softball team
from 1968 to 1975, the basketball
team from 1970 to 1978 and the
women’s
volleyball
program,
which she started in 1969.
At the time, it was difficult to

GVL Sports Editor
Originally published Feb. 19
All that one group of female
Grand Valley State University
students wanted was an opportun ity
to compete in athletics. Yet, never
in Joan Boand’s wildest dreams
Would women’s athletics become
vyhat it is today — 40 years later.
; Just three years removed from
winning national championships
in women’s volleyball in 2(X)5
and women’s basketball in March
2006, GVSU celebrated the 40th
year of women’s athletics.
It all began in 1968, when
a group of GVSU students
approached Boand, a physical
education instructor at GVSU at
the time, about a chance to play
against other schools in the area.
. “In the beginning that’s the
only thing that I wanted to do —
give them the opportunities that
they desired,” she said. “Just to
provide an arena for them to be
able to play and do the things they
wanted — to play against some of
their friends at other schools.”
Boand said the only objective
in the beginning was to provide a
chance for the student athletes to
play sports competitively — merely
an opportunity. Nevertheless, as
things progressed, she said she
began to get a vision of what
women’s athletics could become.

find a place that produced women’s
sports jerseys. For that reason,
the athletes went to the GVSU
bookstore, purchased blue T-shirts
with white stripes and ironed on
their own numbers.
This was just one obstacle
the women faced in starting the
program, which is now in its 40th
year. Today, women’s athletics
at GVSU are thriving, with
previous national championships
and numerous appearances by
many leaker teams in the NCAA
tournament.
And while the desired end result
is to win a national championship,
how these women athletes got the
opportunity to play at the varsity
level in the first place is just as
important.
sports @ lanthorn x om
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GVL Archive / Katie Mitchell
History: Former GVSU women athletes lined up on the court at the halftime of a
basketball game. They were celebrating 40 years of women's sports at GVSU.

Cross country teams capture twin titles
By Emanuel Johnson

year the men’s team has captured
the title, while the women have
been regional champions the past
eight years.
“We had three goals this
weekend on both sides,” said
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes.
“One, we wanted to make sure that
we advanced to the national meet.
Two, we wanted to be sure that
we raced in a way that allowed us
to come out with as little injury as
possible and get back to training.
Three, we wanted to compete for
an overall victory. We did all three
pretty well."
But each team had to traverse
harsh weather conditions to reach
its goals. Frigid temperatures and
powerful gusts made it difficult
for some athletes to remain
focused.
“It was actually snowing a
little bit earlier,” said senior Chris
Hammer. “It was wet and cold,
so we thought that we would run
a little bit slower. That, along
with the fact that it was a 10K
race, makes it that much more

GVL Staff Writer
Originally published Nov. 10,200H
; The Grand Valley State
University men’s and women’s
cross country teams managed to
secure their respective NCAA
Regional Championships in Big
Rapids, Mich.
It is the seventh consecutive

•

I

B5

.

important to keep your head in the
race. If you give up on yourself
in those kinds of conditions, you
can easily turn a good race into a
really mediocre race.”
Including Hammer, the No. 9
men’s team placed five runners
in the top 15 overall. The team
ended with 45 points to place well
ahead of second place Wayne
State University and third place
Southern Indiana University,each
of which ended with 102 points.
Ranked No. 2 in the nation, the
women had to run a comparably
shorter race than the men, but
their performance was just as
dominant. The team finished with
35 overall points, well ahead
of second place WSU (90) and
third place Ferris State University

.

■

(III).
GVSU placed five of its
athletes in the top 10 individual
finishers, but sophomore Megan
Maceratini led the Laker charge
with a second place overall finish
at 21:31.8.
ejohnson @ lanthorn £om

GVL Archive / Cheslie Reuwers

Momentum: Sophomore Brian Wilder

Courtesy Photo / Lou Maceratini

runs strong during a previous GVSU
cross country meet The men's cross

Pack leaders: The GVSU women's cross country team run in the GLIAC

country team captured the regional title

Championships in Sault Ste Marie The team placed first out of the 25 teams at the

fdr the seventh consecutive year.

race. The women have been regional champions for the past eight years.
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48west
PLAY, RELAX, SOCIALIZE. STUDY... YOU CHOOSE
• FREE wireless internet

• individual leases
• 1,2 & 4 bedroom apartments
& town homes

• washer & dryer in each unit

• fully loaded game room

quiet study areas
iheater48 (complete with

• on-site Rapid bus stop

a 106 inch screen1)

• 2200 square foot fitness club

48west@48west.info
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12 pool tables, YYii. Xbox360.
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• your own private bedroom
& bathroom
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Power-pop band
wows almost 1,800
By Haley Otman
GVL A&H Editor
Originally published March 23

GVL Archive / Becky Reaver

Keyed up: Hellogoodbye performed on GVSU'S Allendale Campus on March 18.

Hellogtxxibye might well have
been the band next door w ith their
playful banter and goofy demeanor,
but their talent clearly reminded
students of their star status.
Spotlight
Productions,
Grand Valley State University’s
programming
board,
brought
the power-pop band to campus
March 18 to perform in the
Fieldhouse Arena under the bright,
multicolored lights.
“I’ve heard nothing but positive
feedback,” said Alicia Dembinski,
the music chair of Spotlight
Productions.
Hellogoodbye played their most
popular songs, including “Here (In
Your Arms)” and “Dear Jamie ...
Sincerely Me,” and also introduced
a couple of new songs, including
“The Thoughts I'hat Give Me
the Creeps" from their Ukulele
Recordings EP, which is currently
available only on iTunes.
The band ensured to give the
audience a real show, though, and
not just music.
During one song, when the
audience got off the beat during
their clapping, lead singer Forrest
Kline abruptly stopped playing
and pointed out a member of the

audience as the culprit. He made
awesome,” she said.
the audience practice clapping on
“I thought the turnout was
the up-beat a couple more times,
better than expected for being on
before finally concluding the song.
a Wednesday night,” Dembinski
“That three-minute song took
added.
almost six minutes!” Kline joked.
Most people departed right after
He later encored a group of the show, but a small lucky group
girls to repeat their earlier call of was able to get some autographs.
“Sexy!” to him in the middle of
Then,
the
members
of
another song.
Hellogcxxlbye signed the new
“Do it!” he yelled.
Hagstrom guitar played
Kline
and
during the show for raffle
keyboardist
Joe
‘I was blown winner TJ Willink. Kline
Marro played off of
drew a “circus seal" on
away!”
each other during the
the end of the guitar,
show, joking about the
playing with a circus ball
health benefits of high
(a control knob on the
TJ WILLINK
fructose com syrup —
guitar) for Willink.
RAFFLE WINNER
it is made from com
“I was blown away!”
—and poking fun at
Willink said. “I’ve never
the people in the crowd when they
won anything before.”
did not sing along.
He said his favorite song of the
When one attendee yelled it was
night was "Here (In Your Arms).”
his birthday, Kline wished him a
Some people, including Liz
happy birthday, and then proceeded
Sorlien, waited in line hoping to
to playfully say, “You're old and I
meet the band afterward.
don’t like you anymore!”
“It was great!” Sorlien said.
After the
set concluded, “My favorite song has always been
Hellogcxxlbye thanked the crowd
‘Call n’ Return’ (from their selfand departed the stage.
titled debut album),” she said.
Amid shouts of “One more
Sullivan Skye, a GVSU student
song!” they returned for an encore,
band, opened for Hellogcxxlbye
and thanked those in attendance
with a short set of their most
popular songs.
again. Kline said he never knows
“It went pretty good,” said band
what to expect at a college, but he
member Steve Foley. “(There was
enjoyed the GVSU group.
a) good turnout, (and) cute faces.”
Dembinski said there were
1,787 tickets sold, “which was
arts© lanthorn £om

‘Setup’ showcases on-campus talent
By Jessica Pawlowski
(7V7. Senior Reporter

Originally published Jan. 29
A music event on Grand Valley
State University’s campus that
began in November is still going
strong.
‘The
Weekend
Setup,”
featuring student musicians, takes
place every Friday from noon until
2 p.m. ill Fuel, located in the Lower
Commons in Allendale.

The event is sponsored by
Campus Dining and provides free
entertainment for those grabbing a
bite to eat or just passing through.
“It’s just an easy way to ease into
the weekend,” said Deb Rambadt,
Campus
Dining
marketing
director.
Rambadt said the event has
a two-part objective. With Fuel
being new this school year.
Campus Dining wanted to provide
an event to help build the campus
community and also to give student

musicians a place to play in a nice,
safe environment with their peers.
“Having some live music in the
seating area 1 think makes it a nice
environment for people,” Rambadt
said. “It enhances the environment
and makes it unique from other
places on campus.”
GVSU student Joe Mariucci is
the event organizer. He said people
are still unfamiliar with Fuel and
view it just as a dining area, but
it is also a good environment for
studying and socializing.

GVL Archive / Kim Miller
Giving all: Freshman Zach Sheneman performs for students at "The Weekend Setup" Sheneman played songs he wrote
himself along with a few cover songs, including songs by the Beatles and Counting Crows "The Weekend Setup" takes place

played in the event three or four
Mariucci said Campus Dining
times, and performs original
workers are trying to make Fuel a
place for students to hang out and
music.
“I like playing music for
spend time rather than just eat and
people,” he said.
move on.
"It’s something I
“(Fuel) has
enjoy and I like
an environment
“I think people enjoy
sharing.”
that’s
very
just kind of hanging
Boike
said
conducive
for
out. It's very casual,
“'Hie Weekend
this
type of
Setup" is a great
event,” he said.
very low key. We've
opportunity for
Mariucci
had a consistent
people to share
added
the
their
music
event draws in
crowd each week.”
with peers and
regulars, and has
to get crowd
also
changed
DEB RAMBADT
feedback.
the
routines
CAMPUS DINING
Mariucci
of some, who
MARKETING DIRECTOR
said
the
originally
ate
performances
somewhere else,
have a “snowball effect” - each
but now make it a point to come to
performer draws in his or her own
Fuel to watch the performances.
crowd of followers and as word
“It’s catching on. but it is
spreads, the crowd grows each
relatively new still and in its
time the performer plays.
beginning stages,” he said.
Rambadt said the response to
Adam
Barr.
a
regular
the event has been positive.
attendee who enjoys watching
“I think people enjoy just kind
the performances and has also
of hanging out," she said. “It’s very
performed in “The Weekend
Setup,” said he recommends it to casual, very low key. We’ve had a
consistent crowd each week.”
others.
For those who wish to perform
“I think (people) should attend
in the event, contact Mariucci at
the event because a lot of good
diningc@gvsu.edu or call (616)
stuff happens there,” he said.
331-3008.
Mariucci added “The Weekend
“We’re
really
encouraging
Setup” has about 15 artists in
people to get involved,” Mariucci
notation as of Jan. 29. with four
said. “We’re trying to get as many
artists performing each week.
people involved as we can.”
Rambadt said each performer has a
20 to 25 minute set.
jpawlowski @ lanthorn x om
Performer Matt Boike has

every Friday at Fuel from noon until 2 p.m

GV pair's Summer Slumber parties on Internet
By Josh Brunsting

first business idea had nothing to
do with a Web site.
“We were going to start a
Originally published Jan. 26
band." Gibson said. “We came up
with the name Summer Slumber
With the recent rise of what is
Party. There’s really no meaning
known as the “blogosphere,” it
behind it, we just get a good vibe
should come as no surprise that
from it. It’s also pretty tricky to
two students from Grand Valley
say. so it’s fun."
State University would take full
The
Web
advantage
of
site
started
their resources.
‘We just really wanted earlier
this
For
Dan
month.
and
to
do
something.
We
Gibson
and
has
featured
had a love for video
Terry Rayment.
profiles
and
the
mix
of
and Web design, and
interviews
their love for
with
such
we really just wanted
music. Web and
bands as Dance
to get out into the
graphic design
Gavin Dance,
culminated
community.”
What
Made
in
Summer
Milwaukee
TERRY RAYMENT
Slumber Party,
Famous
and
CO-CREATOR OF SUMMER
a
Web
site
The
Black
SLUMBER PARTY
featuring music,
Keys.
film and video,
“We try to
print advertising
stay professional, but also try to
and more.
keep our interviews fun." Gibson
“We just really wanted to do
said. “When we interviewed
something," Rayment said. “We
Dance Gavin Dance, we asked
had a love for video and Web
some important questions, but also
design, and we really just wanted
threw in something like ‘What
to get out into the community.”
goes through your mind when a
The two met last year, but their
police officer pulls you over.’ Wc
GVL Staff Writer

want to keep what we do fun.”
They don’t only profile music,
though. The Web site also profiles
music and film/video makers,
photographers and even clothing
designers and companies.
“I just wrote a profile about
Endeavor Media,” Rayment said.
"They are the people behind the
music videos that we see. We all
know about the people in front
of the camera, but I think it’s
important to get the names of the
people behind it out there."
The road to success for
independent bands and other
artists can be hard, and the duo
wants their site to make that road
a little less bumpy.
“The people we talk to and
about really need all the publicity
they can getRayment said. “They
don’t have much money, and they
tour a lot. so the more buzz, the
better. Also, it’s important that
people realize that money isn’t
always quality."
It may be a blog, but it also
is a filter. When the Web site
features a band or an artist, it not
only discusses the artist, but it
also links to his or her Web page
and from there, one is able to find

out much more about the artist,
similar to the Web site Wikipedia.
Not only will the reader be able to
leam alxnit a new up-and-coming
band, but he or she will also be
able to leam about other similar
bands.
In only a month, the readership
of Summer Slumber Party is
already mounting.
“It’s an awesome site,” said
GVSU student Clover Kipp. "It
lets people find out about new
up-and-coming bands, which you

may otherwise not have heard of.
It’s also cool that they have other
stuff on there too. It’s a one-stop,
all-media site, and that’s nice."
Visit the site at http://www.
summerslumberparty.com.
Rayment and Gibson can
also be reached on the Summer
Slumber Party Facetxx)k page
where they are accepting user
submissions for content on the
site.

jbrunsting @ lanthorn xom
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I www summerslumberpnrty com

Courtesy Photo I Google Images

Milk's

•

message rings
true today

Originally published Jan. 5
Sometimes time is not a
cure-all.
As one of the most
monumental years in this
nation’s history. 2(X)8 marked
a time for triumphant change
with the election of the nation’s
first minority president. Yet the
change for some was only an
illusion, and unlike ever before,
the nation saw an unsatisfactory
blend of new hopes and spoiled
dreams.
This was especially true for
millions of gay Americans who saw their dreams of equal rights
shattered in recent elections that
banned gay marriage in states • .
such as California, Florida,
Arkansas and Arizona.
This begs the question then:
Why is change reserved for
some, yet not for others?
Gus Van Sant's biopic
Z
"Milk” explores this idea
through the true story of Harvey
Milk — the nation’s first openly
gay elected official — in a time
where the movie's message
\
could not be more relevant.
The story chronicles Milk
— played by Sean Penn in his *
most impressive role to date —
and his rise to San Francisco
city supervisor in the ‘70s,
including his life and death fight
for equal rights.
Alongside his political
efforts. Van Sant also sheds light
on Milk's personal life — with
boyfriends Scott Smith (James
Franco) and Jack Lira (Diego
Luna).
The main conflict of the
>
movie comes when a statewide •
proposal to fire homosexual
teachers, driven by evangelist
Anita Bryant, arises and
threatens the rights of millions ;
of gay Americans.
With real-life stock footage
of the events surrounding Milk
throughout the movie, the film •
is a stunningly introspective
look at current events and the
perpetual struggle forequality. '.
Here is a movie that takes I
place in the ‘70s, yet could
;
not be a truer depiction of
society Uxlay. This in itself
is frightening, but by seeing
»
prejudices that lit the fires of
persecution almost 30 years
ago, it is clear these prejudices !
arc readily simmering to a boil
beneath our nation today.
Thirty years and little has
changed.
Here is a movie much
acclaimed for what it speaks, -■
even nominated for a Golden
Globe, yet whose message will
not resonate with its audiences.
This is not the fault of Van
Sant — in he does everything
in his power to make this an
incredible film. However, for
many that is all that it will
remain, just a film. Many will
walk out of the theaters with
the frightening images of
prejudices on screen that they
saw, and give thanks times have
changed.
However, few will walk out ;
of theaters and apply what they ;
have learned to the prejudices •
they hold in their own life.
Times have changed — it’s *
true. But not far ernxigh to see
a movie like this and ignore the
warnings of the past.
Thirty years is a long time to
pass with little progress to show;
for it. Sometimes time is not a ;
cure-all. Milk is a movie that
everyone should see.
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES* Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: classifieds#lanthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min,
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60C/Word
55</Word
50C/Word

55C/Word
50C/Word
45C/Word

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
J5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

0051 KIRKH0F
Allendale Campus

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday. 9 5

Announcements

Housing

Housing

Wanted

Opportunities

Entertainment

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn car
help you spread the word
331-2460.

Meadows Crossing: the new
student townhome community
located at the 48th Ave. en
trance to GVSU. Now leasing
for 2009! Call 616-892-2700 for
more details!

Apartments For Rent: 2-4 bed
room rentals available August
1st. All within walking distance
cf Pew Campus. Monthly rent
als for nearly every budget.
Most units have been renovated
within the past year and include
washer/dryer and dishwasher.
Call for details. We are showing
these units now. Deposit and
signed Tease hold until August
1. Please call 616 293 4886.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www. lanthorn. com.

Come to WILD WEDNESDAYS
at Wenger’s Bowling Lanes
from
8PM-1 AM.
$1.00
Bowl-$1.00 Pop-$5.00 Pitchers-$4.00 Bombs. For more in
formation call (616) 454-4482.

Services
CD/DVD Exchange on Alpine
Ave. & 28th Street buys and
sells games, textbooks, CDs,
DVDs, and collectibles. Visit
their website at www.cddvdexchanges.com
Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300

Arbor Heights Townhomes in
Hudsonville. $670-$805. Call
Today! 616.457.3450

Quiet with Quality. Royal Vista
Apartments and townhomes in
Walker. $655-$1075. Great
Specials!
Call
Today!
616.453.9999
4 bed 2 bath all appliances
washer/dryer. Fenced in big
backyard. Walking distance to
store. Call 446-6929. Close to
downtown campus.

For Rent: 244 John Ball Park Dr.
SW, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
near GVSU downtown campus.
Hardwood floors, laundry, 2
stall garage. Front porch over
looks John Ball Park. No smok
ing/pets. $900/month including
garbage pickup. Available
August. (616) 662-9733

1 .akeshorcr

Ironwood Self Storage in
Walker-Standale Area now of
fering 10% discount with col
lege I.D.! Computerized access
and well maintained facilities!
Call 616-453-2982 or visit
www.ironwoodself-storage.com
for more information.

I regnancy
Center

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of
Allendale. Offering Free: Preg
nancy Testing, Peer Counseling,
Pre-Natal & Parenting Classes,
Abortion Information, and Com
munity
Referrals.
Call
616.895.1893 for more info.

616 895-1893
-

LVA

Offering Free:

CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction
from last year in the month of
September
597 QQp

Student work, part-time work,
$14.25 base-appt. Customer
sales/service, Advancement op
portunities, scholarships/intern
ships available. Call ASAP
616-241-6303

Pregnane) listing. Peer Counseling, Pre-Natal;& Parenting
(.lasses. Abortion Information ami Community Referrals

[ACROSS

12
13

17

\
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l
24
27
28
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jump
on the opportunity to see the world
from a unique perspective

If you are curious and adventurous,
then pack your bags and say goodbye
to the status quo.
Study abroad to earn college credit,
experience a different culture, learn a
foreign language, discover who you are
and much more.
USAC, your gateway to the world.

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Have an upcoming event you
want to publicize? Submit youi
event to our free entertainmeni
calendar online at www.lanthom.com.

King Crossword

l
i
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401
(next to Speedway)

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.
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1

Audacious
See 6-Down
Waste no
time
Hebrew
month
Brewery
creations
Peculiar
Breakfast
spuds
“Family Guy”
daughter
Tire patterns
Adversary
Mother
Ask (for), as
a loan
Wan
Occupation
Shakespeare
sobriquet
Writer
Buscaglia
Parisian pal
Stickum
Dalai —
“Of course”
Mile fractions
Go in
Greeting
Fibula
neighbor
Aromatic
resin
Perp. to vert.
Base
runner’s goal
Lamb’s dam
Exam format
Unyielding
Gullet

2

3

12

r 10 11

n

E

It.

16

15

i

18

24

25

26

31

29

30

45

46

33

3^[

34
38
41

42

44

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

9 Web site
intro
10 The same
(Lat.)
11 Provocative
DOWN
16 Food safety
org.
1 Thai money
Bloodhound’s 20 Gist
22 Marge’s
clue
hubby
Weak, as an
23 Sacred
excuse
Egyptian bird
So-o-o-o
24 Every crumb
handsome
25 Vast expanse
Monkey —
26 Domestic
With 5beer?
Across,
27 Davidson of
“open
“The Crying
sesame” man
Spelldown
Game”
8 No liability
29 Fish eggs

55 Right on the
map?
56 Knight’s
backup

30 Speck
35 Blackbird
37 Embellish
ment
39 U.S. resort
lake
40 Chance
41 Yon folks
42 “The Music
Man” locale
43 Sash
44 Rani’s
wrapper
45 Covering
46 Clothing
store
department
49 — pro nobis
50 More, to
Manuel

© 2009 King Features Synd., Inc.
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189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments

Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one petson
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Good Golly: A chat with rock star Ryder
Detroit Wheels singer, songwriter Mitch Ryder shares his
thoughts, feelings about music in ‘60s through today
By Haley Otman
GVl. A&E Editor

Originally published Jan. 5

everybody. Fun-wise, I had fun with Bruce
Springsteen; playing with him was tun. (I) also
had fun playing with the Contours, the Coasters
... Billy Joel, there’s just a whole bunch of
people. The list is too long.

GVl Archive / Lindsey Waggoner

Sweet treats: Guests at the first "Fete de la Culture Francaise" enjoyed an assortment of traditional French pastries.

One hundred West Michigan
Francophiles unite at fete
By Abby Hartig
GVL Staff Writer

Originally published Feb. 23
Colorful French banners, an
KifFel Tower sculpture and French
music turned the Urban Institute for
Contemporary Arts into a French
wonderland Feb. 21 for the “Fete
de la Culture Francaise.”
The event brought together
more than 100 Francophiles from
the West Michigan area, including
students from Grand Valley State
University and other local colleges.
What was originally going to
be a mixer for the different French
students to get to know each other
became a day-long celebration of
all things French — cuisine, music,
film and more.
One of the most popular
components of the festival was
the cuisine - lines for wine tasting
and smoothies were consistently
long, and many people enjoyed the
rich French chocolates adorned in
ornate and colorful designs.
Melanie Kloian.aGVSU senior
French major, developed and
organized the event.
She wanted to bring together
French students and others to
celebrate the culture and break
stereotypes concerning the French.

Their culture, Kloian said, to bring many different groups
is beautiful and enriching, but
together and to form an alliance
many people have voiced disdain
with people who enjoy similar
interests, said Crystal Boik, GVSU
and misunderstanding about the
student and co-president of the
French
GVSU French Club.
“They always say, “Why are
Janel
Pettes
Guikema, a
you studying French?’ and 1 say
GVSU French
‘Why
not?’”
professor,
Kloian
added.
“There are a lot
said
there
“There are a lot
of
stereotypes
out
are not many
of
stereotypes
there, like the French
opportunities
out there, like
in the West
the French are
are mean, but I'd
Michigan area
mean, but I’d
like to shatter every
for immersion
like to shatter
stereotype if I could.”
in
different
every stereotype
cultures,
so
if I could.”
MELANIE KLOIAN
events such as
She had been
GVSU SENIOR
these are rare.
planning
the
“It’s
great
festival
since
that it links different universities.”
last May, and although it took
Guikema said. “It helps to create a
her immense effort, she said the
laiger French community.”
experience of putting on the festival
Britteney Conner, a GVSU
was extremely gratifying.
French student, said the festival
Kloian said most of the French
students at GVSU know each
was a fun experience, adding she
especially enjoyed the vendors
other, so the festival acted as a great
selling French-related items and
way to bring together other college
seeing her professors outside of the
students in the area who share their
classroom setting.
love for the language and culture.
“It's not every day that you get
The students were joined by
numerous
college
professors, a chance to be able to speak with
people in a language other than
in addition to more adults and
English or Spanish,” Conner said.
children.
The “Fete de la Culture
ahartig® lanthorn ram
Francaise” was a really good way

ALLENDALE

4282 Pierce Street

<616, 892-4170

During the winter semester break, the
Lanthorn received the opportunity to speak
with William Levise Jr., better known as Mitch
Ryder, the man behind such ‘60s and ‘70s hits as
“Jenny Take a Ride,” “Devil with a Blue Dress
on” and “Good Golly Miss Molly.”
Ryder, 63, served as singer and songwriter for
the band Mitch Ryder and the Detroit Wheels.
Ryder was recently the subject of a biography,
“It was all right: Mitch Ryder’s life in music”
by his friend and fellow southeastern Michigan
resident James A. Mitchell. The book can
be purchased from the Web site http://www.
amazon.com, or from select Border’s or Barnes
& Noble bookstores.

Lanthorn: How did you come up with all of
your songs?
Ryder: A lot of practice, a lot of hard work
(and) some degree of talent, I would hope.

Lanthorn: What is your favorite song you've
made?
Ryder: My favorite songs that I’ve done have
been recorded overseas. Out of the songs that
the American audiences have heard, probably
“Devil with a Blue Dress on.”

Lanthorn: What other musicians have been
the most fun to play with ?
Ryder: There (are) so many of them! I’ve
had the opportunity to play with just about

Lanthorn: Have you performed for any
presidents or governors?
Ryder: Yeah. My favorite party was playing
for a wealthy family in Portugal. Henry Ford
was there, princess Grace Kelly was there ... that
was fun because she was lookin’ beautiful that
night, the king of Spain was there... I’ve played
for heroin addicts and I’ve played for royalty, so
I’ve covered the whole spectrum.

Lanthorn: What are you working on right
now?
Ryder: I’ m working on an album for Europe.
I’m going over touring in February and I’ll be
back here April 21. (Also), I just recorded an
album with Don Was ... basically it’s still the
same because it has an R&B rock influence to
it ... It’s going to be my first American record
release in 25 years, so it’s really important.

Lanthorn: What would you tell GVSU
students who aspire to make it big in the music
industry?
Ryder: Do a lot of networking, it really
comes down to who you know. There’s so much
talent around the country- who you know is
the biggest part of it. There’s a lot of politics
involved ... I wish it was all based on the beauty
of the music but that’s not the case. You still
have to have talent in most cases, (but) it’s really
about networking, getting to know people,
never leaving a bad impression- Always be a
gentleman or a lady so they can’t say anything
bad about you other than whatever lies they can
concoct. Always learn from every conversation,
make your mind a library of everything you learn
about music. It happens in strange ways, but you
have to keep sniffing around, (and) make sure
when your opportunity comes around you’re
prepared. (You have to) be ready to audition in a
second’s notice.

arts @ lanthorn .com

See Puzzle B7
King Crossword —
Answers

Solution time: 25 mins.

Courtesy Photo / James A. Mitchell
Teaming boss: Mitch Ryder (right) with Bruce Springsteen
do the "Mitch Ryder Medley" at Detroit's Cobo Center in
the early '80s.
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CLOSE TO BOTH GRAND VALLEY CAMPUSES^

All GVSU Allendale and Holland courses
All GVSU downtown undergrad courses
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CHECK OUT OUR

GRAND RAPIDS

WIDE VARIETY OF;"

120 East Fulton Street
(616)454-2665

All GRCC courses
All GVSU downtown courses
All Walker Medical School courses
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All Cooley Law School courses

Book Buy Back

DRIVE THRU
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Buy and Sell books online

Monday- Thursday Friday
9am-7pm
9am-5pm

www.briansbooks.net
www.briansbooks.com
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More than 2,000 students
comprise the Winter 2009
graduating class of Grand
Valley State University.
Graduates of GVSU's
bachelor's, master's and
doctor of Physical Therapy
programs are honored in
two commencement
ceremonies, featuring 900
and 1,110 graduates,
respectively, on April 25
at Van Andel Arena.
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Katie Aasland
Kate
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Congratulations! We are so
very proud of you!!
Love,
Your Family and
Daisy (the Dog)
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Stacy Marie Beebe
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Eunice Oluwatosin Akinyemi

Congratulations!
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Leanne

Tosin,
We praise God, and congratulate
you on graduating from GVSU.
We are so proud of you and the
person God has helped you
become.
God Bless You!
Love, Mom & Dad

Kirk,
Congratulations. Your hard
work paid off. What a
special young man you are!!
We are so proud of you!!
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We love you much!!
Grandpa and Grandma
Masterson
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Melissa Jayne Bisset
CONGRATULATIONS!
You have demonstrated
your dedication and
determination in both your
academics and dancing
accomplishments. I am so
proud of YOU!

Jason,

"Where ever you go;
Go with All Your Heart!"

Congratulations on a
tremendous accomplishment.
We are so proud of you!!

Love, Mom

Love,
.

Mom, Dad, and Dawn

Jessica Ann Booth
Jessy
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Congratulations! Your
parents and family are very
proud of you. We always
knew you would do it.
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Andrea Lynn Brown
Annie,

Love,
Dad, Mom, and Family
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All of us are so proud of
your achievements, we
know you will be
successful in your
career. Good Job!
1
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Congratulations RaKhari,
Go ahead take a bow.
you deserve it! There’s
something to be said for
graduating before the age
of 21. We are so proud of
everything you've done and
everything yet to come. May
today's success be the
beginning of tomorrow's
achievements.
With all our Love,
Mommy, Dad and Sister
-O; .
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Love,
Dad, Judy, Kevin, Brian
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Jon-Eric,
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU! We
are so proud of your
accomplishment and look
forward to your next
milestone.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Magan, Nick
and Grandma

Dan,

Jackie,
Congratulations,
You have worked very
hard and we are very proud
of you.

You demonstrate integrity,
honesty, fair-play and
compassion for others we are so proud to call you
our son. Congratulations on
your graduation.
Love,
Mom and Dad
rW-

We Love you,
Mom & Dad

Travis,
Remain true to who you are
and what you believe in.
We re here for you always.
Heather,
Congratulations !!!
We are very proud of you .
Mema and papa is very
proud.You are a beautiful
young woman.
Best of luck in all that you do.
Love, Family

We love you.
Mom, Dad, Sarah, G-pa
and G-ma
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Shannon Courtney Cregeur

Shannon,
You have learned a lot more
than nursing through SNA
President, LAX, Lab Tech,
tutor and community
volunteer. We are extremely
proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Nathan

We are so proud of you!
You have accomplished so
much and worked so very
hard for this. Great job
honey!!!
Love, Mom, Dad, Shaya
Bailey and Anthony

Jon Michael Cunningham
Jon,
What you leave behind is
not what is engraved in
stone monuments, but what
is woven into the lives of
others. (Pericles) We are
so proud.
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Stephen-

Love
Mom, Dad

Your excellence will lead
you to great success.
Looking forward to your
start-up!!
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LoveMom, Dad, Ben, and Erica

Suzanne,
Congratulations GVSU
graduate! Be proud of your
accomplishment!! We are!
Love what you do. Do it
with all of your heart and
soul. Be happy!
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Love,
Mom & Dad
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Stephen Andrew Duckett
Stephen,
Congratulations! Your
accomplishments and
achievements were many
during your 4 years at
GVSU.
You are a leader and we
are extremely proud of you!
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Ryan Michael Fitzgibbon

Love Mom, Dad and Nick
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Rachael A. Dyer
Congratulations Rachael!
You made the Dean’s List
Every Term! We are very
proud of you!

Ryan,
Congratulations on
graduating and all you have
achieved during your years
at GVSU. We are very
proud of you. Good luck in
graduate school at the
California College of Arts.
Love,
Mom, Dad, EJ, Melissa,
and Jessica

Love,
Mom & Dad
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Greg,
Congratulations to our
GVSU graduate! We are so
proud of all you have
achieved. Best of luck in
your new job!
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Jessica,
We are so proud of all of your
accomplishments, including
your academic success and
graduation from Grand Valley
State University. Good Luck
in California.
Love, Dad, Mom and
Christina

Love,
Dad, Mom, Rob, Amber,
& Rob
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Kenneth Eric Games
Kent,

Tomeia Latrice Floyd

We are proud of you!
Congratulations on your
graduation from GVSU and
Best of Luck as you
continue your studies at
Auburn University.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rebecca,
Colleen & Ross
SHHMM&

Congratulations on your
graduation from GVSU.
We are so proud of you.

John M. Graham
Congratulations
John M. Graham
GVSU Graduate!
We are so proud of you!
You are a wonderful son and brother...
an amazing, young man with a bright future!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matthew & Mark
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"There is no need to
reach high for the stars.
They are already within
you - just reach deep into
yourself!"
We Love You!
Mom, Dad & Zach

Kathryn Anne Krebs
Katie,
Congratulations,
We are so proud of you!
We wish you happiness
and success in all that
you pursue.

Brandon,
Congratulations, we are
so proud of you. Your
hard work has paid off.
Love,
Dad, Mom and Keith
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Love,
Mom and Dad
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Chris,

Ashley,
We are so proud of you!
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU.
You made it!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jared and
Rachel

Congratulations on your
graduation. We are very
proud of you today and
always.
Love,
Mom and Dad
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Heather Nicole Maenle
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Heather,
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU.
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Brian,
and Kevin
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Katie,
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU! We
are so very proud of you
and all of your
accomplishments. Good luck
at the University of
Tennessee.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Eric

Jessica,
Congratulations on
graduating from Grand
Valley State University!
You followed a dream and
you reached for a star.
We are so proud of you
and your accomplishments.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Benjamin,
Kenny, and Granny

Chrissy,
“Listen, Do you want to
know a secret?”
We are so proud of you and
all that you accomplished
at GVSU. Congratulations!!
Love,
Mom and Michael

We are so very proud
of you and your
accomplishment. Go
forward and do good things
Love,
Mom & Dad
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Dimitris,

Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU!
We are so proud of you and
the awesome young man
you have become!!
Love,
Mom, Grandparents &
Family
Stephen,

Michael Gates Palombo
Mike,
It is impossible to win the
race unless you venture to
run, impossible to win unless
you dare to battle.
We re proud of you!

Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU!
You’re a terrific person and
are headed for a successful
career and a wonderful life!
I am so very proud of you!
Love,
Mom

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Kristen

Stephen,

Caitlin,
Congratulations! The hard
work paid off. We are so
proud of you and wish you
happiness as you continue
your journey.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt, Lauren
and Oma

Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU!
You’re a terrific person and
are headed for a successful
career and a wonderful life!
I am so very proud of you!
Love,
Mom
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Melissa A. Pewarchie
Pee Wee,
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU!
We are so very proud of
you. Continue to follow
your dreams!
Love,
Dad & Mom

Pat,
Congratulations on
achieving her Bachelor
Degree from GVSU in
Criminal Justice. We are so
very proud of you Pat.
Love,
Mom, Jerry, Dad, Janet
& JR

Estella,
We are so proud of you on
your accomplishment.
Through your hard work and
God given talents, you have
persevered with tenacity
and wit.
Jake,
Love,
Your Family

Congratulations on your
graduation! We are so
proud of the intelligent,
aware, and compassionate
person of integrity you are.
May success be yours.
Love, Mom and Bob

Shawn,
I can’t believe this day has
arrived. You have worked
so hard to get to this point.
We are very proud of you.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom and Dad

m
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Dan,
Congratulations on your
graduation! We are very
proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Karen, Peter,
Kara, Madison, & Nana
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Rocio Esmeralda Sanchez
Rocio,
We are very proud of you.
May God bless you.
protect you, and give you
wisdom. Thank you for all
your hard work.

k-m

Congratulations Patrick!
We re so proud of you and
all that you’ve
accomplished. Hard work
together with integrity will
bring you a successful life.
Love,
Mom & Dad
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Love,
Dad, Mom, Rogaciano
and Rolando

Congratulations Jeff.
We are so proud of you
You are going to be
a great teacher.
Marcus,
We are so proud of all you
have accomplished. From
“Big Tougher” to college
grad with much more
success to come. Good luck
in grad school!
Love,
Your Family

Love Dad and Mom
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Ashley Loraine Stevens
Dear Ashley.
You are our precious baby, our adorable
little girl, and our beautiful young woman.
You have grown with such flare and
finesse, and we are so proud of you and
all of your accomplishments. May the
journey you are on continue to lead you
to wonderful experiences, friends, and
places. There is so much of the world for
you to discover and waiting for you. “May
the road rise up to meet you., and may
God hold you in the palm of his hand."

Sarah-

Love you very much.
Mom. Dad, and Scott
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You have blossomed from a
little girl to a beautiful young
woman. We are so proud of
what you have accomplished
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Andraya N. Trumble

All Our Love,
Mom, Dad, & Adam
We are so proud of you
and all your
accomplishments.
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You are loved!
Mom, Step-Daddy Dan,
Matt, Tracy and Grandma
!%<$:

Ben,
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU!
Realize your dreams. We
are so proud of you today
and always.

*

Love,
Mom, Dad, & James
*r*
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Riley Ardra Vaughn
Riley,
We are so proud,
You are amazing!
Love you with all our
hearts,
Mom & Rick

Jessica Ann LeMia Walker
Jessica,
Congratulations on
graduating from GVSU!
Your Dad and I are so proud
of you. Your future is
awaiting you. God Bless you
in your future endeavors.

Lindsey Velardo
Lindsey,

Love,
Dad and Mom

You are beautiful, smart
and a funny young woman.
PROUD is an
understatement. We only
see great things ahead for
you .
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May God Bless
Mom, Dad and Ashley
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Kendra,
Congratulations on your
GVSU graduation! You are
wished God’s continued
blessings and guidance as
well as continued success
as you "Master” your next
level.
With Pride & Love,
K
O IDad
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Mom
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Joshua Steven Cassidy
Ad ReDresentative
Josh,

Alicia K. Alabbas
Editor in Chief

Alicia,
According to the Bible,
children are a blessing from
God. You have been that
and much more to us. We
have been very blessed to
watch you grow into a
beautiful young lady. We
know what ever direction
you take in life you will be
successful.
We love you very much!
Love Dad & Mom.
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Love,
Mom, Dad, and Matt
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Kelsey J. Kruis
Receptionist
v.

Congratulations Nicole A. Blanchard
on successful completion of this
phase of your life journey!
Remember who and whose you are
as you continue to transform.
Destiny is calling and you will say
"yes. I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me!"
We love you!
Mom. Dad and The Blanchards,
Browns, Strongs, Lipscombs,
Josephs, and Colberts

Our baby boy is now a
college graduate. You
have always been a
success in the eyes of
your family, and we wish
you the best.
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Kelsey,
We are proud of you and
congratulate you on your
accomplishments at GVSU!
You are a blessing to us.
“Trust the Lord with all your
heart and lean not on your
own understanding.”
Proverbs 3:5.
Love,
Dad and Mom
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